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Summary 
This monograph examines the movement experience of 
Fij ians and Inda-Fij ians resident in s everal areas of Suva , 
the largest urban centre in Fij i . The mobility patterns , 
exis ting linkages of the movers with places of origin ,  future 
residential in ten tions , family struc ture , commitment to the 
urban area and perceived advantages and d isadvantages of  
areas of rural origin and urban destination are invest igated , 
with the maj or obj ect ive of  r eaching some con clusion on the 
pattern of movement to Suva and ident ifying whether the 
moves are permanent and in one direct ion or impermanent and 
therefore circular in nature . 
It is concluded that a t otal mobility continuum rangin g  
from short-term circulation b etween rural areas an d  Suva t o  
a permanent relocation in Suva is represent ed in the mob ility 
b ehaviour of  Fij ians and Ind a-Fij ians . The author shows 
that while particular defin itions chosen for the terms 
' migration ' and ' circulat ion ' determine conclus ions about 
the dominant form of movement , both circulat ion and migrat ion 
co-exis t ,  are to some exten t  cont ingent , and often substitute 
for each other . It is also shown that differences in move­
ment behaviour and linkages exist between Fij ians and Indo­
F ij ians , the f ormer main taining a greater variety of  linkages 
with areas of origin and b eing more circulatory in movement 
than the latter . 
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Chap ter 1 
Introduction 
Field research on populat ion movement in Melanesia has 
emphasized its  impermanent character and in particular its 
circularity . In their s tudies of movemen t processes in 
Melanesia , various researchers from a number of academic 
dis ciplines have used differen t  indices of movement and even 
adopted dif ferent definit ions for terms like ' circulat ion ' ,  
' circular migrat ion ' ,  and ' migration ' .  Regardless of the 
definit ions and indices employed , there seems to be agreement 
that a move by a Melanes ian does not necessarily resul t in 
the severance of all bonds with the place regarded as ' home ' 
and that individuals who leave their ' home places ' frequently 
return to l ive there (e . g . Bas t in 197 8 ;  Bathgate 197 8; 
Bedford 19 73a ; Bonnemaison 19 7 8 ;  Chapman 197 6 ;  Connell 197 8; 
Frazer 19 7 8; Young 19 7 8 ) . 
A maj or obj ective of this s tudy was to identify whether 
the dominan t  form of movement from rural areas to Suva is 
permanent and a one-way flow between places of origin and 
destinat ion (migrat ion) or impermanent and more circular in 
nature ( circulat ion ) . Another obj ective was to report changes 
in the p attern of populat ion movement over the pas t  generation -
whether , for example , circular forms are b eing replaced by 
more permanent kinds of  relocat ion . The attainment of  these 
obj ectives depends upon the adop tion of satisfactory defi­
nit ions for ' circulat ion ' and ' migrat ion ' ,  and is difficult 
to fulfil! because there is no single , universally accepted 
definition of either term. Furthermore , at the t ime this 
research was done very lit tle in format ion on Fij i was available 
to permit inves t igat ion of changes in movemen t behaviour 
over time. 
Circulation or migrat ion ? 
A British sociologist ,  J .  Clyde Mit chell , noted ( 19 7 8:3)  
that the idea of population movement as  circulation has its 
roots in the research Godfrey Wilson reported ( 1941-42 ) in 
his Ess ay on the Economics of Detribalization in Northe rn  
1 
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Rhodesia . In this essay, Wilson examined the movemen t of wage 
labourers on the Copperbelt and delineated the bas ic de termi­
nants of a system of labour circulat ion between rural villages 
and the industrial town of Broken Hill (now Kabwe) . In the 
late f ifties , Mitchell (1959 , 1961)  developed the unders tanding 
of circulation with his des crip tion of  wage-labour mob ility 
in south central Africa .  Since then ,  the idea of populat ion 
movement as circulat ion has b een s tudied and commented upon 
by geographers such as Bedford (1971,  1973b) , Chapman ( 1969 , 
19 70,  19 7 6 ) , and Gould and Pro thero ( 197 5 )  and ,  with differen t  
terminology , by anthropologis t s  ( Salisbury and Salisbury 
1972 ; Strathern 1975 ) , demographers (Feindt and Browning 
19 72 ) ,  economists (Elkan 196 7 ) , and so ciologis t s  (Breese 1966; 
Gugler 19 61) . Circulation has been defined by Zelin sky (1971 : 
22 5-6) as ' a  great variety of movemen t s , usually short-term ,  
repetit ive or cyclical in nature , but all having in connnon 
the lack of  any declared inten tion o f  pe rmanent or long-lasting 
change of res idence ' ,  and has b een further def ined by Young 
( 19 78 : 2 )  as ' a  process whereby the migran t punctuates his 
perio ds of residence away from the village with periods of 
residence at home ' . Circulat ion thus di ffers from migration , 
which is conventionally de fined in demography as a permanent 
shift in place of  res idence acros s some specified boundary . 
While such definit ional distinctions appear to be s imple , 
they are difficult to implement in f ield inquiries , with the 
result that research workers  frequenly us e s imilar terms for 
different processes or different terms for the same process .  
At the root of  such confus ion lies the problem of  distinguishing 
between what is  permanent and what impermanent in the act of 
movement ,  what t ime period to use to  dis t inguish between lon g­
and short-term absences , and the characterist ics  that identify 
the ' home place ' of a mover . Also there is no agreement 
among s cholar s , when distinguishing between circulation and 
migrat ion , about the emphasis to give to s tated inten tion s  or 
to the exis tence of linkages that movers init iate or maintain 
between places of  origin and o f  destinat ion . 
Whereas in studies of Melanesian mob ility Bedford (1973b ) , 
Bonnemaison ( 19 7 8) , and Young ( 19 7 8) have described absences 
of three or more years as s igns of  emerging p ermanence and 
commitmen t to a particular place , Gould and Prothero (1975),  
Chapman (197 6 ) , Renard ( 1 9 7 7 ) ,  and Mit chell (19 7 8 )  would be 
unprepared to accept an ab sen ce of even forty years or more 
if there was a declared inten t ion to return and/or if the 
movers  main tain links with their communit ies of origin . 
Although Chapman and Pro thero ( 197 7 : 8-10) have suggested 
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that migrat ion oc curs only when movers completely rej ect 
their places of origin , other f ieldworkers like Bedford 
( 19 7 3b , 19 7 8) and Young (1978)  believe that it has occurred 
even if the movers continue to maintain so cio-economic links 
with their places or connnunit ies of origin . This problem o f  
defining migrat ion and circulation reflects the great disad­
vantage of at tempt ing to capture at one particular moment the 
movement of people through t ime .  Mitchell (197 8 : 10)  connnented : 
' One of the awkward features about the study of migrat ion is 
that , . • .  like death , it exists  only after it has happened ' .  
At an internat ional s eminar on the cross-cultural s tudy 
of c irculat ion , held in Hawaii in April 19 7 8 ,  a week of  
deliberat ions failed to bring any def in it ional consensus 
( Chapman 19 7 8 ) . It was suggested that universal definitions 
for circulat ion and migrat ion are perhaps  impractical ,  or 
even impo ssible , to formulate and that the categorizat ion of 
people ' s  movements ought to reflect th e context and obj ectives 
of research undertaken . The need for comparab ility in 
movement data,  both cross-country and cros s-cultural , could 
be met by the presentat ion of research results  in suff icien t  
detail f o r  o thers to apply alt ern ative definition s . In f act , 
Chapman (1971 : 1) adopted some elements  of thi s  s trategy durin g  
the mid-sixt ies with his study of popul at ion movement for 
two villages in the Solomon Islands . In this case he aimed 
' to collect field data for which prior classificat ion had 
been minimal ' since ' concepts def in ed on the b as is of  Euro-
Amer ican experien ce may not be transferred a priori to tribal 
populat ions • . •  ' With the collect ion o f  field dat a  completed , 
it  was possible for village-based movemen ts to be c ategorized 
in ways meaningful t o  their socio-cultural con text . 
Obj ectives of research 
The aim of this study was to examine the movemen t 
experience of people residen t  in several areas of  Suva , the 
cap ital and most  important urban centre of Fij i (Fig . l ) . 
The actors are therefore c aptured in the movemen t process 
while they are away from their areas of origin, and their 
mob ility patterns , exist ing links with places of origin , and 
future resident ial intent ions are examined . To reach some 
broad conclusions about the nature of populat ion movement , 
contextual informat ion was also collected on family structure , 
connnitment to  the urban area , and perceived advantages and 
disadvan tages of areas of both rural origin and urban des t i­
nat ion . From the out se t , maj or obj ect ives were first to 
des cr ibe the p at terns of movement from rural areas in Fij i 
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Fij i:  provinces , islands , urban centres and place names ment ioned in text . 
to the urban centre of  Suva and second to ident ify whether 
they were predominantly permanent and one-way in direct ion 
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or impermanen t  and two-direct ional , or circular , in nature . 
Prior to field research , no temporal or spat ial boundaries 
were sugges ted to differentiate between ' permanence ' and 
' impermanence ' , for the conclus ion s reached were to be based 
upon the degree and type of soc io-economic linkages maintained 
between rural and urban places, the length of  stay in Suva , 
and p ersonal s tatements  about future residential intentions . 
Other obj ectives of  this research were to cons ider how the 
form of mob ility has changed over t ime - whether ,  for example , 
circular forms of  movement were being replaced by more 
permanent migrat ion - and to invest igate similar it ies and 
differences in the movement behaviour of the two maj or ethnic 
groups , the Fij ians and Inda-Fij ians . 
Propositions 
Five proposit ions were advanced to provide focus for 
field research : 
1 .  That a maj ority of people who have moved to Suva 
int end ult imately to return to their rural areas 
of o rigin .  
2 .  That , over the past generat ion , movers have been 
spending greater amount s  of  time in the urban area 
and have become increasingly connnitted to it through 
social and economic links . 
3 .  That the movement o f  Inda-Fij ian s  to Suva is more 
' permanent ' than that of Fij ians . 
4 .  That there is a relationship between the life-cycle 
of individuals and their movement behaviour , and 
changes in place of res idence tend to occur at 
such crit ical life events as beginning school , 
chan ging from one level o f  s chool to  another , taking 
a j ob ,  get t ing married and retirement . 
5.  That there is a direct , po sit ive relat ionship between 
distance from the mover ' s  place of origin and the 
length of t ime spent in Suva . 
Before reporting the resul t s  of this inquiry some con­
textual in format ion is necessary . This b egins with a brief  
des cription o f  the history o f  populat ion movement in Fij i .  
Details o f  the resear ch design are then s et out , together 
with the characteristics of  the s tudy areas selected in Suva, 
6 
and of  the 400 heads o f  household who were interviewed 
between November 19 7 7  and March 197 8 .  
Chapter 2 
The historical context of population movement in Fij i 
Fij ians have been as mob ile a people as any other 
Melanesian society that has been described in detail (Bastin 
1978; Bathgate 1 9 78,  Bonnemaison 19 78; Chapman 19 75,  1976;  
Hamne tt 19 78; Watson 19 78) . In pre-con tact t imes,  they lived 
in villages of up to several hundred people and had no towns 
or urban cent res in the European sen se, although writers 
such as Derrick ( 1946:2 7) somet imes referred to large villages 
as ' towns ' . 
Traditionally , the mos t  connnon form of movement was 
probably sho rt-term and short-dis tance - to gather food or 
to engage in warfare . Earlies t report s  of Wes tern contact 
with Fij ians reveal that an almost const an t  state of warfare 
exis t ed amongst the various t ribes (Derrick 1946) . More 
recent ly, Bedford (19 78 : 15-16 ) has described how, in pre­
colonial days,  short-term mob ility resulted from warfare and 
accompany ing feasts and how tribal fighting also stimulated 
long-dis tance movement s .  He goes on to quote Thomas Williams 
(a mis s ionary resident in Tavellll.i (Fig . l ) in 1843 , who reports 
the voyages of the Tui Cakau (high chief , king)  to  Vanua 
Balavu and Bau [ Williams , cited in Henderson 193 1 ] ) ,  to 
demonstrate that such voyages in search o f  t ribute , allies ,  
or vassal s tates could las t  for more than a year (Bedford 
19 78 : 17-18) . This wide range in the kinds of mob ility has 
pers isted to the present , although there have been maj o r  
changes in t h e  precise stimuli f o r  people ' s  moves,  and also 
in the volume and relative importance o f  the various forms 
of movement .  
Wars and changes of political alliance resulted in the 
continual dispers ion of trib es and the relocat ion of groups 
from one area to ano ther . The extent of such relocations 
can be asses sed to some degree from the accounts of trib al 
movement s  upon which Fij ians have bas ed their claims to land . 
The se account s ,  known as ' The General His tories of the Nat ive 
Lands Enquiries ' ,  are kept in the offices of  the Nat ive Lands 
Conuniss ion in Suva and have b een described by Capell and 
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Les ter ( 194 1 : 313 )  as ' tradit ional but not legendary ' .  In 
these ,  the former place of t ribes (yavusa) are referred to 
either as koro natawa (old village ) or yavutu (place of origin 
of trib e ) . Gifford ( 19 52 : 3 37) notes that ' o f the total of  
more than 600  yavusa reco rded for the island of  Vitu Levu 
and small adj acent islands , such as Mbau , Malake , Serua , 
Yanuca , et c . , there are only about s eventy-five wh ich have 
no recorded y avutu'. He also coilDilents that the data presented 
' show (a) cons ide rab le amo llllt of movement from place to place . 
Few yavusa now live at their yavutu. Some yavusa have left 
the ir yavutu and others have moved in . . .  ' . 
Contact with the Western world , at first through sandal­
wood t raders and miss ionaries and later through planters of 
cot ton ,  copra , tobacco , coffee , and sugar , s eems to have had 
little init ial impact upon pat terns of F ij ian mobility . Very 
few Fij ians le ft their villages to work on plantat ions . 
Planters relied on labourers f rom other Pacific islands such 
as the New Hebrides and the Gilbert and Ellice Islands . 
Gradually , however ,  the new c ontacts led to the int roduct ion 
of cash and new concepts of the value of labour . The growth 
of large port settlement s  created opportunities for new forms 
of movement . The mos t  obvious of these was the extens ion of 
commuting b etween home and garden to daily travel by road to 
more d istant workplaces . Perhaps  les s  obvious , but more 
noteworthy ,  was the circulation of wage labourers on short 
and long-term contract s .  The acquired taste for Western 
consumer goods could usually b e  satisfied by working on the 
cotton and co conut plantat ions to obtain cash . Such labour 
required F ij ians to be absent f rom their villages for various 
periods of t ime . Some areas , such as Ra , were favoured by 
labour recruiters more than o thers;  in the 1860s , for instance , 
a large number of Ra Fij ians left their villages ' to work 
for Europeans ' (Frazer 1961 : 33) . 
With the cess ion of Fij i to Great Brit ain in 1874 , labour 
recruitment decreased as the f irst governor , Sir Arthur Gordon , 
aimed to shield Fij ians from rapid social change and to pro­
tect their local lifestyles . However , restrict ions on labour 
recruit ing in bo th Fij i and the other is lands did not com­
pletely eliminate the movement of Fij ians from the ir villages . 
Frazer des crib es how, in 1878 ,  ' the Roku Tuil Ra complained of 
the evil effects of men working away and of  his own difficult 
1Roko Tui : a t itle  given to a Fij ian chief who is also the 
o fficially recogniz ed head of a province . 
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posit ion in trying to control recruit ing' (Frazer 1961 : 34).  
The comb ination of dif ficult ies in recruit ing Fij ians with 
the planters ' demand for labour led to the importat ion of 
workers from India . The first Ind ians,  throughout this study 
referred to as Inda-Fij ians , arrived in 1879 and became an 
inden tured workforce, almost exclus ively on sugar plantat ions 
( Coulter 1942' Gillion 1962 , 197 7 ;  A. G. Mayer 1961, 1963) . 
At first, Inda-Fij ians were housed in barracks near the 
millin g  centres of Nausori, Navua , Penang,  Ba, Savusavu , 
Dreketi ,  and later Labasa and Lautoka . Sugar milling at 
Nausori , Navua , Savusavu and Dreket i was fotm.d to b e  tm.eco­
nomical and the mills there closed down. By 192 6 the Colonial 
Sugar Refining Company of Aust ralia owned and operated the 
remaining mills at Penang, Ba, Lautoka and Labasa (F ig . I) .  
The Inda-Fij ian labourers worked on land owned by the milling 
company but, as the inden ture system gradually came to an 
end in 1920, most opted to remain in Fij i . Consequently,  
there was a gradual diffus ion of  Inda-Fij ians to areas suited 
to cane cultivation - wherever Fij ian-owned land could be 
leased or land pur chased from European planters . On the two 
main islands of Viti Levu and Vanua Levu, Inda-Fij ian settle­
ment s  spread up the r iver valleys to the foothills of the 
maj or moun tain ranges . As b et t er roads were built, settlement s  
spr ead further f rom t h e  c an e  crushing mills, although some 
Inda-F ij ians remained nearby and worked in them or in the 
retail centres that developed in their vicinities . An inde­
pendent movement of Indian businessmen from such states as 
Guj erat and Punj ab enlarged these retail centre s ,  which sub­
sequently b ecame the larger sugar towns of  Lautoka , Ba, 
Rakiraki, Labasa,  Nausori and Navua (Walsh 197 7 ;  Fig . l) . As 
urban settlements increased in s ize and expanded their range 
of ftm.ct ions from retail to administrat ive and light indust rial, 
there was an accompanyin g  rise in opportunities for tm.paid 
employment .  Lautoka and Suva became maj or ports of  en try and 
Suva, as capit al after 1882 , grew rapidly in both physical 
s iz e  and population (Whitelaw 1966 : 42-3 ) . 
Although , from th e turn o f  the century , economic and 
polit ical developmen t s  in Fij i reflected world-wide patterns , 
the impact of World War II was especially dramatic . Fij i 
became a maj or encampment for troops o f  the Allied Forces 
and the cotm.try was readied for possible attack . Restrictions 
(placed on Fij ian movemen t from the time of Gordon, if none 
too succes s fully enforced) , were relaxed completely in 
response to the need to recruit Fij ian s , either for battle 
or internal military preparednes s .  The comparatively large­
scale movement of Fij ians from villages to recruitment 
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centres , the j ourneys made to battle grounds in other Pacific 
countries , and the soldiers ' experien ce of as sociat ing with 
' outsiders ' ,  had las ting effec t s  upon Fij ian life . Thus 
Geddes (1945 :5 ) , writing soon af ter the war, ob served : 
' Previous ly the native was con ten t with his village connnunity 
because he knew no other . He had no amb it ion to go abroad, 
for countries alleged to lie beyond the coral reefs were vague 
and unsubstantial . Now , however, the horizon was widened 
and Fij ians returned from overseas , as well as those whom 
their en thus iasm fires,  suffer from soc ial claus trophob ia . '  
Ac cording to the 193 6 census , as Geddes noted, 7450  Fij ians 
were living in to wns . Sin ce then, the drift of  Fij ian s and 
Indo-Fij ians to urban centres has proceeded rap idly, and in 
the late fift ies Ward ( 1961:2 6 0 )  estimated ' that one-third 
of all Fij ian s now live away from their home villages ' .  
Census informat ion 
Until 195 6 ,  the census of Fij i contained little inform­
at ion on populat ion movement . In that year the census 
recorded, for Fij ian s, province of enumeration compared with 
the province in which land r ights were held (McArthur 195 8 ) . 
These data can b e  used for b road estimates o f  rates of 
inter-provinc ial movement . The 19 66 and 1976 cen suses have 
ob tained progress ively more informat ion on populat ion movement 
for both Fij ian s and ludo-Fij ians and permit comparison of 
province o f  enumerat ion with that of b irth . Although census 
analyses do not meet the n eeds of this s tudy, because they 
focus on interprovincial mobility and changes in movement 
pat terns over ten-year periods, they nevertheles s reveal 
both the general direct ion of such movemen ts and overall 
changes in volume . 
The 195 6  and 1966 cen sus data on interprovincial move­
ments  have b een analysed by Frazer (1969)  and Walsh (19 76 ) . 
Frazer focused on the Fij ian p opulat ion and calculated rates 
of inward and outward movement s ,  along with age-sex differ­
ences , for the provinces . His analys is showed that , for 
Fij ians,  Rewa and Ba (Fig . l) were provin ces of net in­
migrat ion ; in the provin ces of Ra and Serua net migrat ion 
was in balance ,  and provin ces o f  consisten t  out-migration 
were Kadavu, Lau, Lomaiviti , Bua , Cakaudrove , and Namos i  
(Fig . 2 , inset ) . The 1976 census figures , on Fij ians resident 
outside their province of b irth (Table 1 ) , seem to indicate 
continuation of the same trends . The pat tern for Indo-Fij ians 
is s imilar . For bo th ethnic groups , the degree o f  out­
movement has increased in every province except Naitasiri . 
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Source: Frazer 1969 
Figure 2 .  Inter-pr ovincial populat ion movement,  Fij i 19 66- 76 . 
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Table 1 
Percen tage of populat ion res ident outside province 
of b irth , 1966 and 19 7 6  cen suses 
Ba 
Province 
of birth 
Bua 
Cakaudrove 
Kadavu 
Lau 
Lomaivit i  
Macuata 
Nadroga/Navosa 
Naitas iri 
Namosi 
Ra 
Rew a 
Serua 
Tailevu 
Per cent ab sent 
Fij ian 
1966  19 7 6  
14 . 8  
2 6 . 2  
2 0 . 0  
35 . 6  
32 . 4  
30 . 1  
19 . 3  
17 . 6  
2 5 . 0  
2 5 . 2  
2 7 . 6  
4 1 . 4 
2 9 . 3  
32 . 0  
2 6 . 2  
18 . 2  
3 1 .  4 
2 6 . 0  
43 . 8  
46 . 5  
38 . 4 
2 3 . 7 
19 . 4  
2 4 . 1  
32 . 2  
2 8 . 9  
42 . 5  
2 9 . 4  
34 . 4  
41 . 0  
Indo-Fij ian 
19 66 1 9 7 6  
11 . 0  
22 . 5  
2 5 . 7  
100 . 0  
46 . 6  
5 4.4 
8 . 3 
2 1 . 1  
2 1 .  9 
80 . 5  
2 7 . 0 
40 . 0  
44 . 0  
2 4 . 9  
19 . 4  
12 . 3  
30 . 5  
33 . 7  
9 8 . 6  
71 . 6 
64 . 7  
10 . 5  
2 4 . 0  
19 . 6  
84 . 2  
34 . 3  
42 . 8  
44 . 9  
30 . 0  
2 1 .  6 
Source : Zwart (1968 , Table 14 ) ; Lodhia ( 19 7 8 , Table 3 6 ) . 
I t  is important to note that the city of  Suva is located 
in Rewa province , for which there has b een only a slight 
intercensal in crease in outward movement ,  and that a large 
portion of the Suva urban area extends into  Naitas iri 
province . Between 1966 and 19 7 6 , in other words , there has 
been an increase in the outward movement of both Fij ians 
and Inda-Fij ians from largely rural and island provinces 
(Lau , Kadavu , Lomaivit i ;  Fig . l) ,  whereas those within which 
the main urban centres are located have registered small 
increases (Ba ,  Rewa) or an actual decrease (Naitasiri) in 
the percentage of people who are res iden t  out s ide their 
provin ce of  b irth ( Table 1 ) . This suggests that the inward 
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flow of migran t s  is balanced by the outward flow in the more 
urban provinces . In 1976 , it was these and adj acen t provinces 
(Nadroga/Navosa , Serua) that recorded a ne t inflow of  people 
(Table 2 ;  Fig . 2 ) . There was, however , a ne t los s  of  Indo­
Fij ians from Ba and Rewa , in the latter case perhaps resulting 
from movement away from the centre of Suva toward the resi­
dent ial suburb s located in Naitasiri province . 
Table 2 
Net movement amongst provinces of Fij i , 19 66- 7 6  
Province of Fij ians Indo-Fij ians Balance enumerat ion 
Ba + 6 , 352 - 3 , 416 + 2 , 936 
Bua - 1 , 619 138 - 1 , 75 7  
Cakaudrove - 3 , 797  4 82 - 4 , 2 7 9  
Kadavu - 4 , 150  132 - 4 , 2 82 
Lau - 9 , 46 7  2 93 - 9 , 7 60 
Lomaivit i  - 3 , 378  332 - 3 , 710 
Macuata + 5 3 7  - 1 , 812 - 1 , 2 75 
Nadroga/Navosa + 166 + 1 , 9 7 1  + 2 , 137  
Naitasiri +12 , 878 +12 , 9 79  +2 5 , 856 
Namosi 7 93 332 - 1 , 12 5  
Ra - 1 , 472  - 1 , 568 - 3 , 040  
Rew a + 6 , 9 7 6  - 3 , 2 4 7  + 3 ,  72 9 
Serua + 1 , 151 7 7 7  + 3 7 4  
Tailevu - 3 , 538 - 2 , 36 1  - 5 , 899  
Source : Zwart (1968 , Table 14 ) ;  Lodhia (19 7 8 , Table 3 6 ) . 
For the in tercensal period 19 66 to 19 76 , the provinces 
of Naitasiri , Rewa and Ba show the greates t proport ion of 
net inward movemen t .  Since these con tain the main urban 
centres , it is reasonable to as sume that such places con­
stitute the primary dest in at ions of migrants . Table 3 shows 
the percentage of people from various provinces who were 
enumerated in Suva city , Suva urban area , and Ba province , 
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Table 3 
Proport ion of population outs ide province of  b irth 
enumerated in Suva city and Suva urban area , 
and Ba province , 19 66-76 (per cent ) 
Suva city and 
Suva urban area Ba province 
Fij ian Indo-Fij ian Fij ian Indo-Fij ian 
Ba 
Bua 
Cakaudrove 
Kadavu 
Lau 
Lomaivit i 
Macuata 
Nadroga/ 
Navosa 
Naitas ir ia 
Namo s i  
Ra 
a Rew a 
Serua 
Tailevu 
1966 1976 1966  19 76 1966 1976 19 66 1976 
22 . 1  2 8 . 0 2 0 . 3 31 . 8  
2 3 . 6  
28 . 6 
48 . 8  
45 . 7  
4 3 . 0 
2 1 .  4 
2 7. 3  9 . 3  7. 2 
35 . 6  32 . 6  40 . 3  
57 . 1 
5 7 . 1 
51 . 1  42 . 7  4 6 . 5 
2 6 . 6 2 1 . 1 35 . 4  
18 . 5  2 4 . 0 15 . 8  18 . 6  
5 1 . 7 109 . 6 2 79 . 3 268 . 4  
2 1 .  7 2 1 . 0 
2 5 . 0  2 7 . 6 2 2 . 7  30 . 7  
118 . 4 12 9 . 8  173 . 7 171 . 7 
18 . 4  14 . 5  
8 . 3 8 . 7 
14 . 6  14 . 9  
9 . 1 9 . 3  
13 . 7 13 . 2  
14 . 3  12 . 2  
54 . 8  45 . 8  
3 3 . 3 2 7 . 0 
12 . 3  9 . 4  
4 6 . 9  2 9 . 7  
14 . 5  15 . 6  
4 . 0 
7 . 2 
3 1 . 4 
10 . 2  
72 . 2  
8 . 2  
59 . 5  
15 . 9  
1 .  5 
9 . 1  
15 . 0  
12 . 0 
6 7.7 
8 . 9 
5 2 . 5  
1 6 . 3  
2 5 . 6  2 9 . 9  5 3 . 7 5 6 . 1  2 7. 8  2 1 . 9 13 . 7  15 . 9  
34 . 2  4 3 . 8  47 . 7 65 . 2  2 5 . 6  2 4 . 1  9 . 7  8 . 6 
a Suva urban area is  mainly within Rewa and Naitas iri 
provinces . 
Indo-Fij ian numb ers are too few for reliab le comparison . 
Source : Zwart ( 1968 , Table 14 ) ;  Lodhia (1978 ,  Table 3 6 ) . 
in which are located the city of  Lautoka , Nadi town and 
airport , Ba town , Tavua township , and the gold mining centre 
of Vatukoula (Fig . l) .  At leas t s in ce 1966 , the urban area 
of Suva has b een the mo s t  important place of des tinat ion 
for both Fij ians and Indo-Fij ian s . In the decade b etween 
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1966 and 197 6 ,  the number of households in  Suva rose from 
12 , 79 7  to 2 0,564 and the p opul at ion from 80 , 2 69 to 117 , 82 7  
(Lodhia 197 8 : Table 36). This represents  an annual increase 
of 6 . 6 per cent in number of households and 4 . 7 p er cent in 
populat ion s ize . Durin g  the s ame period , the growth of 
rural populat ion in Fiji averaged 1 . 5  p er cen t  per year . 
Within Ba province , only the urban cen tre of Lautoka expanded 
i t s  populat ion at a rate greater than the nat ional aver age . 
This indicates that none of the other towns o r  townships in 
Ba at trac ted more people than moved away from them. It  is 
no t surpris ing therefore that , b etween 1966 and 19 7 6 , Suva 
accounted for 7 1  per cent of the growth in urban popul at ion 
in Fiji ,  and Lautoka and Suva combined for 85 p er cen t  
(Walsh 1 9 7 7 : 3) .  
Chapter 3 
Field methods and charac teristics o f  survey populat ion 
Field methodology 
Mobility data were collected in Suva over five months 
(Novemb er 19 7 7  to March 197 8) , mainly by means of a ques tion­
naire survey and migrat ion hist ories (Appendix) . The main 
purpos e of the formal quest ionnaire was to obtain informat ion 
on the characteristics o f  movers , the res idence places of 
other family memb ers , the amount o f  vis it ing and other ties 
be tween places of origin and des t inat ion , the nature of 
inves tment s in the rural areas and Suva , and intent ion s about 
future residence .  Longitudinal data on population movement 
were collec ted by taking migrat ion histories , using a matrix 
similar to  that employed by Balan and his associates in their 
s tudy of 1640 males in Mon terrey , Mexico (Balan et al . 1969) . 
This matrix has since b een modified by Perlman ( 197 6 ) , in 
her research on urban dwellers in Rio de Janeiro , and has 
been used even more recently for s tudies of populat ion 
mobility in Southeast Asia (Lauro 19 7 7 ; Renard 197 7 ) . 
A life-history matrix of movements was developed for 
those interviewed by relating all past moves to such crit ical 
events  as schooling , work , marriage , and childb irth (Appendix) . 
In compiling this matrix, interviewers followed through one 
asp ec t  of  an individual ' s  life history ( such as employment )  
and whenever possible tied every change in i t  to both mob ility 
and other life events  ( cf .  Balan et al . 1969 : 10 7 ) . The 
advant age of thi s  approach was that people found it easier 
to remember past movement s  if they were related to other 
important aspects of  their lives . In the field a maj o r  
problem resulted more from the s tructure o f  the particular 
matrix than with the method itself : s in ce space on the 
matrix form was divided on a yearly b asis , and there was no 
provis ion for movements of less than a year , short-term 
mobility was not recorded . This omission was not as serious 
as it might have been , s in ce in format ion on mo st short-term 
movements was obtained on the formal quest ionnaire . Another 
problem was that complet ion of the matrix was very tedious 
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for both respondents and interviewers . A longer period of 
field s tudy than four months is des irable when us ing the 
life-history matrix s ince , without a sensitive underst and ing 
of the people being studied , this te chnique ' quickly reduces 
to a s ingle-event chronolo gy of long-term movement '  (Chapman 
19 78:56 6 ) . 
The s tudy areas 
Areas surveyed in Suva wer e  cho sen to permit a fair 
repres en tation of long-established and recent migrants , as 
well as a range of socio-economic groups within the Fij ian 
and Indo-Fij ian populat ions . Since the maj ority of urban 
movers belong to lower-income groups , most surveyed were 
drawn from such households . It was expected that early 
migrants would b e  con centrated within the longer-settled 
squatter settlement s and that Hous ing Authority areas of 
low-income dwelling s would contain most recent movers . In 
fact , no such clear-cut distinct ions were found to exist 
within Suva b ecaus e of the degree of resident ial change . 
The areas finally chosen for detailed invest igat ion were two 
of planned hous ing , Nadera and Raiwaqa , two squatter settle­
ments , Kalabo and Jittu Estate , and one of  privately developed 
higher-income hous eholds , Samabula North (Fig . 3 ) . 
The areas of planned housin g ,  Raiwaqa and Nadera , are 
located about 5 and 10 km respect ively from the central city . 
Both areas house Fij ians and Indo-Fij ians and both include 
units rented out to low-income tenants as well as ' purchase 
plan ' houses offered for sale by the Hous ing Authority , a 
statutory government organizat ion , to families with medium­
low incomes . In Nadera fieldwork was con centrated on the 
medium-density unit s ,  each of which con tained seven separate 
dwellings ;  in Raiwaqa individual houses were the fo cus . 
Of the two squatt er areas s tudied , Kalabo is about 11 
km from central Suva and a s imilar dist ance from Nausori 
township . It  is a Fij ian s et tlement , located on nat ive land 
belonging to the people of nearby Kalabo village , from which 
it s name is taken . In accordance with tradit ional custom,  
most of the village owners were presented with gifts before 
set tlement b egan . Figures ext rac ted from the 1976 census l 
indicate that the Kalabo squatter area was made up entirely 
of 252 Fij ian households . 
1 Thanks to F .  Khan , research officer , Housing Authority , Suva . 
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The Jittu Es tate , situated about 5 km along the King ' s  
Road from the cen tral busines s dist rict , houses predominantly 
Inda-Fij ian squat ters . It is an area of  freehold land owned 
by an individual who colle cts minimal yearly rents . 
Dwellings are built on ledges cut in to the soapstone on the 
sides of a gully which rtm s parallel to the road for about 
a quarter of a mile . According to figures obtained by the 
Hous ing Authority , Suva , from the 19 7 6  census , there are 
280  Inda-Fij ian households in Jittu Es tate . 
The fifth area cho sen for study was Samabula North , a 
suburb les s  than 3 km from cen tral Suva . This privately 
developed area cons ists of mostly single-family , concre te� 
block houses with co rrugated- iron roofs , owned either through 
private mort gate financing or a government housing scheme . 
There are more than three times as many Inda-Fij ian as Fij ian 
households and this dominance is reflected by the locat ion 
of a Sikh temple and a Mus lim s chool in the area . Families 
may live above or behind their own shops , and many of them 
have cars . In addit ion to  small-business owners , who are 
generally Inda-Fij ian s ,  and middle-level civil servants , who 
are predominantly Fij ian , pro fes sional and conmercial occu­
pat ions are represented , and the income level is relat ively 
high . 
In plann ing this s tudy, it was intended that 4 00 house­
ho lds of migrants would be surveyed and all persons who lived 
in them and were over the age of 15 would be interviewed . 
The hous eholds were to be divided equally between Fij ians 
and Inda-Fij ians and dist ributed evenly in the different 
housing areas selected . However ,  the time consumed during 
preliminary reconnais s an ce made it neces sary t o  alter this 
design . It was decided to in terview only the migrant house­
hold heads or , in their ab sence , either the spouse or oldest 
person present . 
For the purpo ses of the field survey , a migrant was 
defined as someone born out side the Suva urban area who had 
lived there fo r at least s ix months . When p ersons other 
than the hous ehold head were interviewed , they were asked 
to give general information , such as the number of people 
in the household and the places of residence o f  family 
memb ers , which the head normally would have ·provided .  Attempts  
were made to visit survey hous eholds when the heads were most 
likely to b e  presen t  so that , in mos t  cases , household heads 
were int erviewed . For convenience , tho s e  int erviewed will 
be termed ' household heads ' throughout this report .  Seventy-
2 0  
five heads o f  household were surveyed in the Indo-Fij ian 
s quatter set tlemen t of Jittu Estate but only fifty Fij ian 
heads in the squatter area of Kalabo, because as the inter­
viewing proceeded in this area it was found that mos t  of the 
household heads here were from Lau . In order to get a wider 
representat ion of Fij ians from o ther areas of origin, an 
addit ional twenty-five interviews o f  heads of household were 
conducted at Raiwaka . 
Table 4 
Number of househol d  heads surveyed , 
by study area and ethn ic group , 19 7 7  
Area Fij ian 
Nadera , Hous ing Authority 
ren tal apartments  52 
Raiwaqa , Housing Authority 
' purchase plan ' houses 47  
Kalabo , Fij ian squatter area 5 0  
Jittu Estat e ,  Inda-Fij ian 
squat ter area 
Samabula North , privately 
developed area 
Total household heads 
50  
199  
Indo­
Fij ian 
5 1  
2 5  
7 5  
5 0  
2 01 
Total 
103 
72 
50 
75 
100 
400 
During fieldwork , in terviewers entered each survey area 
through the mos t  frequently used roads or paths and selected 
hous eholds in sequence , in one direction , until the specif ied 
number of hous ehold heads had b een interviewed . These house­
hold heads thus do not consistute a represen tative sample of 
all those present in each set t lement . In the survey areas , 
the maj ority of  the Fij ian s had come from the distant island 
provinces of Lau (31 . 2  p er cent ) , Kadavu (17.6 per cent), and 
Lomaiviti (9 . 5  per cent ) ,  or from Cakaudrove ( 13 . 6 per cent; 
Fig . l) , where the problem of  remotenes s comb ines with scant 
re sources to create an un favourable economic environment .  
Most o f  the Inda-Fij ian movers  were from the provinces o f  
B a  (2 5 . 4  p e r  cent ) ,  Ra (16 . 4  p er cent ) , and Rewa ( 14 . 9  per 
cen t )  on Vit i Levu , and from Macuata province (12 . 1  p er cen t )  
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on Vanua Levu (Fig . 4 ) .  In the rural sugarcane-growin g areas 
of Ba and Ra provinces� the growing pres sure of populat ion 
and associated shrinkage of  available land per capita , are 
problems exacerbated by the expiration of  leases of  nat ive 
lands . In the urban centres o f  these provinces , secondary 
and tertiary indust ries provide employment for many people , 
but the demand for j ob s  is much higher than the availab ility . 
The survey population 
The median s ize of Fij ian households surveyed , at 6 . 5  
persons , was greater than for the Indo-Fij ian s (4 . 9  persons ) .  
Fij ick hous eholds generally were larger because , in addit ion 
to the nuclear family , more than half ( 5 7  per cen t )  contained 
close relat ives , most of whom were young , unmarried adult s 
and children who either worked or attended s chool in Suva . 
Of the 113 Fij ian households with extended families , 51 per 
cent cont ained people who were dependant s ,  21 per cent those 
who were wage earners ,  and 2 4  per cent cont ained some indi­
viduals in both categories . The remaining 4 per cent com­
prised short-term vis itor s . Of the 2 01 Indo-Fij ian households , 
only 10 per cent consis ted of extended families ; half of  the 
addit ional persons were short-term vis itors and the rest 
were equally divided between wage earners and dependant s .  
Overall , in about 6 0  per cent o f  both Fij ian and Indo-Fij ian 
households ,  at l east one adult member other than the head 
was gainfully employed . 
Of the Fij ians interviewed , 66 per cent had been living 
in Suva for ten or mo re years and only 2 per cent for les s  
than one year , whereas comparable figures for the Indo­
Fij ian s were 48  per cen t  and 3 per cent respectively ( Table 
5 ) . The in formation on length of residence of Fij ian s is 
consis tent with that obtained in a social survey undertaken 
in Suva in 1959, in which 1 7  per cent of  a sample of 528  
Fij ian hous eholds were found to have lived there for more 
than twenty-five years (Verrier , reported in Nayacakalou 
19 63 : 34; Table 5 ) . The period of urban res idence for both 
Fij ian and Indo-Fij ian household heads is higher than that 
reported for other Melanes ian societies . For example , 
Garnaut , Wright and Curtain ( 1 9 7 7 : 60)  note that Rabaul had 
the longest-res ident migrants out of  f ifteen urban centres 
surveyed in Papua New Guinea in 19 7 3, but even there only 
41 per cent of the sample had remained for up to ten years 
and 30 per cent for mo re than ten .  Similarly , in 197 3 
Bonnemaison ( 19 7 8 : 2 6 )  found in his s tudy of  New Hebrideans 
in Vila that the median time spen t  in town by labourers was 
2 2  
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Figure 4 .  Place of birth of  household heads interviewed and 
acces sibility from Suva , November 19 7 7-March 19 7 8 . 
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six months and for qualified workers ten years . Neverthelesss 
the Suva result s for bo th Fij ians and Inda-Fij ians are con-
sistent with a 1973 survey of urban households (Harre 197 3) 
which showed that , while there was some var iab ility amongst 
the urban areas studied , mos t  adult s  who had been born out s ide 
Suva had lived in town for more than ten years . 
Table 5 
Length of stal in Suva for persons interviewed , 
Novemb er 1 9 7 7  - March 1 9 7 8  
Fij ians Indo-Fij ians Total 
Period in years 
No. % No. % No. % 
Less than 1 4 2 .0 6 3.0 10 2 .5 
1-4 2 6  13.1 45 22.6 71  17.8 
5-9 3 7  18.6 54 2 6.7 9 1  2 2.8 
Sub to tal : 
1-9 years 63 31. 7 99 49.3 162 40.6 
10-14 38 19.1 4 3  2 1.4 81 2 0.3 
15-19 2 9  14.6 17  8.5 46  11.5 
2 0-24 2 9  14.6 12 6.0 41 10.3 
2 5-29 12 6.0 13 6.5 25  6.3 
30-34 13 6.5 3 1.5 16 4.0 
35-39 3 1.5 4 2.0 7 1. 8 
40+ 8 4.0 4 2.0 12 3.0 
Sub total : 
10+ years 132 66.3 9 6  4 7.9 2 2 8  57.2 
Sub total : 
2 5+ years 36  18.0 2 4  12. 0 60 15.1 
Chap ter 4 
Res idential in tentions 
To s tudy the form o f  population movement with respect 
to a particular dest inat ion , such as Suva urban area , requires 
an examinat ion of both the mob ility history of individuals 
and their intent ion s  about fut ure places of res idence . 
Mob ility his tories of persons who have resided in Suva for 
at leas t six months , but were born els ewhere , can reveal 
the exten t to which they have remained continuously in the 
urban area s in ce their arrival or whether there have b een 
periods of res idence in both Suva and other locat ions , 
particularly their places of origin . Similarly , a statement 
of res ident ial intentions provides some indicat ion o f  how 
likely a person is to move in future . 
' Circul at ion ' has often been dis t inguished from 
' migrat ion ' on the grounds that it is in tendedly impermanent .  
Thus Zelinsky (19 71 : 225-6)  has describ ed circulation as a 
form of movemen t in which there is ' a  lack of intention ' on 
the part of participants to establish permanent or lon g-term 
residence . Gould and Prothero take the same pos it ion in pre­
senting a typology of African movements based upon space and 
time , and sugges t that ' if there is a s pecif ic desire on the 
part of  the individual or group of individuals who are moving 
to return to their place of origin , and when before leaving 
in th e first place this intent ion is clear , then the movement 
may be cons idered as circul ation rather than migrat ion ' 
' Gould and Pro thero 19 75 : 42 ) . Becaus e the s tudy population 
had already moved to Suva , they were asked only about their 
future res iden tial intent ions and no at t empt was made to 
reconst ruct their earlier in ten t ions . 
Among studen t s  of population movement , there is some 
difference of op inion about the usefulness of  s tatements of 
res idential intentions . Fo r example , Elkan ( 1 9 7 6 : 705)  con­
s iders them an unreliable indicator of future act ions . 
However ,  in ten tions can be evaluated within the context of 
the links that movers maintain with areas o f  origin , the 
proportion of their working lives spent in the urban 
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de stinat ion , and the factors that either may in fluence indi­
viduals to remain , or reduce the likelihood of their departure 
from the urban place of  res idence . Comparable research in 
Sub-Saharan Af rica (Caldwell 1969; Gugler 19 61; Adepoju 1974; 
Odongo and Lea 1977; Ro ss and Weisner 19 7 7 )  and Me lanesia 
(Garnaut , Wright and Curtain 19 7 7; St rathern 197 2 ;  West 1958)  
sugges ts that rural-urban linkages and various indices of 
urban commitmen t ,  such as length of stay ,  are the mo st appro­
priate criteria by which to as sess re sident ial intent ions . 
Consequently this repo rt first considers the res ident ial 
intentions  of  people living in Suva , and follows with an 
examinat ion of  the linkages maintained b etween places of origin 
and destination , the length of  residen ce in Suva , the perceived 
advantages and disadvantages of living in town , and whether 
these movers view themselves as villagers or townspeople . 
With this app roach , patterns o f  movement between Suva and 
various places of origin are incorporat ed within rural-urban 
linkages .  
Res iden tial intentions 
Generally , Inda-Fij ians had a clearer idea than Fij ians 
of  their res iden tial int en t ion s ,  as indicated by statemen t s  
about how long they intended to stay in Suva and whether 
they felt they would remain forever or re turn ult imately to 
live in the villages or rural settlements (Table 6 and 7) . 
More Fij ians than Inda-Fij ians were unsure about their future 
intentions and , in total , 2 0  to 2 8  per cen t  felt unable to 
say whether they would remain in Suva and where woul d be their 
final place of res idence ( Table s  6 and 7 ) . If this cons ider­
ab le degree of amb ivalence is ignored , there is st ill a 
s tat istically significant difference between the in tentions 
of Fij ians and Indo-Fij ians . l Whereas almost  40 per cent of  
the heads of Fij ian households in tend ult imately to live in 
their villages only 6 per cent  of the Inda-Fij ians expect to 
return to their former set t lemen ts . Most Inda-Fij ians (66 
per cent ) ,  and a cons iderably smaller but st ill sub s t ant ial 
propo rt ion of Fij ians ( 2 9  per cent ) said that they intend 
to remain in Suva for the rest of  their lives . 
The replies from Fij ian household heads indicate no 
overwhelming intent to return permanently to  their villages 
of origin and this contrasts somewhat with much African and 
1Throughout this repo rt , ' significance ' is used only to indi-
cate s tatist ical significance , as measured by the chi-s quare 
test and accepted at the 95 per cent level of con fidence . 
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Tab le 6 
Intended length o f  stai in Suva of  household heads 
interviewed , Novemb er 19 77  - March 19 7 8  
Fij ian In do-Fij ian Total 
No . % No . % No . % 
Forever 5 7  2 8 . 6  132 65 . 7  189 4 7 . 3 
Up to 1 year 3 1 . 5  5 2 . 5  8 2 . 0  
Up to 5 years 9 4 . 5  9 4 . 5  18 4 . 5  
Up to 10 years 6 3 . 0  2 1 . 0 8 2 . 0  
More than 10 
years 6 3.0 0 0 6 1 . 5  
Until retirement 2 9  14 . 6  2 1 .  0 31  7 . 8  
Unt il children 
are educat ed 2 5  12 . 6  1 1 . 5 2 6  6.5 
Until enough 
money 2 1 . 0  0 0 2 0 . 5 
Unsure 62 31 . 2  5 0  2 4 . 9  112 2 8 . 0  
Total 199 201 400 
Fij ian / Inda-Fij ian differen ce : Chi square = 9 8 . 9  with 8 d . f .  
Significance = 0.0000 
Melanesian research . Accordin g  to  Gugler (1961 : 40 7 ) , in 
four of the five occupational groups he surveyed in Nigerian 
town s ,  7 6  per cen t  intended to return to their villages .  
Similarly Rew (19 7 4 : 182 -4 ) , in his study of· Papua New Guin­
eans, reported that only 7 p er cent of his'sample of 92 
movers wished to remain and that many in tended to  return to 
their communities of origin within five years . S trathern 
(19 7 5 : 402-3 ) found only 2 out of a sample of 29 Hageners in 
Port Moresby who wanted to stay permanently in town and , two 
years after they had been ques t ioned , 10 of  the 2 1  who were 
defin ite about returning to the village had indeed done so . 
Mb.st Papua New Guineans are reported to have specific 
aims for returning , either to set up some kind of  bisnis 
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( Strathern 19 7 5 )  o r  t o  fulfill various kinds o f  rural obl i­
gation s .  Such strategies have been termed ' rural-oriented ' 
( Salisbury and Salisbury 19 72 ) or ' peasant ' (Bed ford and 
Mamak 197 6 : 180) , in which much o f  the effort of mobile persons 
is directed toward ultimate success in rural areas . Comparable 
orientat ion s seem no t to exist for either Fij ians or Indo­
Fij ians , neither does there seem to be any great pre ssure 
upon movers to expect to return , as is the case for the 
Hageners of Papua New Guinea ( Strathern 1977 ) . Indeed , 
especially in the case of Fij ians from the small island areas 
of Lau and Lomaivit i  (Fig . l) ,  there is recognit ion of a need 
for people to move away b ecause the ' land resources were no � 
considered to be adequate to support all mataqa Zi2 members 
. • •  ' (Bedford 197 8 : 5 5 ) . Similarly , there is no evidence to 
suggest that Fij ians believe in the ' long-term even tual ity ' , 
reported by Strathern ( 197 7 : 2 6 4 )  for Hageners , ' that some 
time in the future the migran t will have to go back ' . 
Table 7 
Intended place of final res idence of household heads 
interviewed , November 197 7 - March 1978  
Fij ian In do-Fij ian To tal 
No . % No . % No . % 
Village 7 9  3 9 . 7 12 6 . 0 91 22 . 8  
Suva 5 7  2 8 . 6  132 65 . 7  189 47 . 3  
Elsewhere 15 7 . 5  2 3  11 . 4  38  9 . 5  
Unsure 48 2 4 . 0 34 16 . 9  82 2 0 . 5 
Total 199 2 01 400 
Fij ian/ Inda-Fij ian dif ference : Chi square 125 . 6  with 3 d .  f .  
Significance 0 . 0000 
Almost 30  per cent of the Fij ian household heads who 
were intervi ewed intended to remain forever in Suva , but 
another 25 per cent were quite undecided (Table 7 ) . Of tho se 
2
Mataqali : Fij ian sub-tribe , the basic land-holding unit . 
See Chapter 6 .  
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who expected to r eturn , very few had innned iate plans to  do 
so . Most explained that they would leave Suva when they 
ret ire or when their ch ildren complete their formal educat ion . 
The fact that even ts like ret irement and complet ion of  chil­
dren ' s  s chooling loom larger than specific t imes for return 
suggest that position in the life cycle is  more influen t ial 
than elapsed time in the decis ion to move and that people do 
not declare res ident ial inten t ions without an underlying 
rat ionale . That many Fij ians come to town with the part icular 
goal of providing a sat isfactory educational environment for 
their children has also been demonstrated in a recen t  study 
o f  Lauans at Qauia , near Suva ( Bedford 1978) . 
For Fij ians , resident ial intentions are influen ced to 
varying extents by areas of  origin , presen t  length of stay 
in town , hous ehold income , and ownership of property in Suva , 
but are far less affected by age than position in the l ife 
cycle . A higher proport ion of Fij ians from the small island 
provinces of Lau and Lomaivit i  (Fig . l)  either intended to 
stay permanently in Suva or were un sure about the future . 
Of all those who said they would remain forever , 60  per cent 
originated from Lau even though Lauans comprised only 32  per 
cent of all those in terviewed . Bedford ( 19 7 8 : 6 7 )  found the 
same pattern at the Lauan settlement of Qauia , where completion 
of children ' s  educat ion , the primary reason given for movement 
to Suva , was rarely followed by the return of parents to their 
villages .  In fact , he connnent s , ' Not only have parents  
stayed on in Suva af ter their children l eft s chool , but quite 
a few elderly p eople have chos en to come and live with kin 
in the urban set tlemen t ' (Bedford 19 7 8 : 6 7 ) . 
Numb er of years , and part icularly the proportion of 
one ' s  life already spent in Suva , also affect the residen t ial 
inten tions of Fij ians .  Of those who had spen t  les s  than half 
their lives in town 51 per cent int ended to return permanently 
to the village , compared with 33 per cent of tho se who had 
b een residen t  more than half their lives . Of the 65 Fij ians 
res ident for twenty years or more (Table 5 ) ,  only 16 (25  per 
cent )  thought they would ult imately live in their village ; 
of the 168 who had been in town for l ess than twenty y ears , 
only 63 ( 38 per cent)  felt the same way. Briefly , for Fij ians 
the greater the proport ion o f  the lifet ime spen t  in Suva , 
the higher is the likelihood that re sidence will come to be 
considered permanent .  Whereas two-thirds o f  those who said 
they would remain in Suva forever had b een there for at least 
fifteen years , most of those who were uncertain had b een 
there for less than ten .  
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Re siden tial in tent ion s are s imilarly in fluenced b y  in come 
and ownership of high-value property . Fij ian s who are in the 
high income groups and earn $F60 or more a week were the least 
interes ted in returning to the ir village connnun it ies (Table 
8) . Only 8 out of 48 who earned at least this amount and 3 
out of  2 5  with income s of $F90 or more each week considered 
they would ret ire there . Conversely , the highest proportion 
of potent ial returnees are among people who earn less than 
$F60 each week . 
Table 8 
Weekly income o f  heads of household interviewed , 
November 19 7 7  - March 19 78  
Fij ians Indo-Fij ians 
Income ( $F) --------
No . % No . % 
More than 90 2 5  12 . 6 16 8 . 0  
80-89 8 4 . 0  3 1 .  5 
70- 7 9  6 3 . 0  2 1 .  0 
60-69 9 4 . 5  10 5 . 0  
50-59 40 2 0 . 1 32 15 . 9  
40-49 24 12 . 1  38 18 . 9  
3 0-39 29 14 . 6  4 7  2 3 . 4  
Les s  than 30 58  2 9 . 1  5 3  2 6 . 4  
To tal 199 100 . 0 2 01 100 . l 
Influence of property ownership 
Between 7 3  and 80 per cen t  of household heads own 
property in Suva or rural areas (Table 9 ) . More of the 
houses owned by Fij ians are lo cated in the village than in 
Suva , while nearly 2 9  per cent of Suva residents  have houses 
in both places . Almo st half of  those who do not own a house 
intend to buy or build one in Suva , but 52 per cent are 
tmsure or amb ivalent (Table 10 ) . More than 60 per cen t  of 
the houses owned by Indo-Fij ians are in Suva . Some Indo­
Fij ians ( 2 1  out of 162 ) also have house s  in both Suva and 
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Table 9 
Lo cat ion of Eropert� owned b� hous ehold heads in Suva , 
November 19 7 7  - March 19 7 8  
Fij ian Indo-Fij ian To tal 
No . % No . % No . % 
Own house 132 66 . 3  162 80 . 6  2 94 7 3 . 5  
Rural area/ 
village 55  41 . 7 42 2 5 . 9 .  9 7  33 . 0  
Suva 3 9  2 9 . 5 9 9  61 . l  138 4 6 . 9  
Suva and rural 
area 38 2 8 . 8  2 1  13 . 0  59  2 0 . 1 
Do not own house 7 6  33 . 7  39 19 . 4  106 2 6 . 5  
Own land 192 9 6 . 5  12 8 6 3 . 7  32 0 80 . 0  
Rural area/ 
village 156 81 . 3  54  42 . 2  210 65 . 6  
Suva 2 1 . 0 5 3  41 . 4  55 17 . 2  
Suva and rural 
area 34 1 7 . 7  2 1  16 . 4  55  17 . 2  
Do not own land 7 3 . 5  7 3  36 . 3  80 2 0 . 0  
rural areas , while almost 62 p er cen t  of tho se without a 
house wish to acquire one in the c ity . Greater numbers o f  
Suva residents own land than houses ,  but these f igures are 
inflated by the Fij ians , most  of whom have t it le to mataqali 
land in the rural areas ( Table 9 ) . A lower proport ion of 
Fij ians than Inda-Fij ians own land in Suva (18 . 7 per cent 
versus 5 7 . 8  per cen t ) . There is  also , in Suva , a s ignificant 
number who neither own nor int end to acquire proper ty ( Table 
10) . 
By itself , it is not the ownership of land or a house 
in either Suva or the rural areas that affect s the residential 
intent ions expressed by Fij ians , but rather the individual 
ownership of such high-value property as concrete homes and 
freehold land to which there is secure title . Thus the pro­
portion of those who intend to return to their origin places 
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Table 10 
Preferred locat ion of proEertl desired for Eurchase bt_ 
household heads in Suva , November 1977  - March 1 9 7 8  
Fij ians Indo-Fij ians 
House Land House Land 
No . % No . % No . % No . % 
Preferences of 
non-owners : 
In rural area 4 5 . 9 0 0 3 7 . 7  1 1 . 4 
In Suva 2 8  41 . 8  3 4 . 3 2 4  61 .  5 40 54 . 8  
Unsure 14 2 0 . 9  1 1 . 4 8 2 0 . 5 15 10 . 5  
No in ten tion 2 1  31 . 3  3 4 . 3  4 10 . 3  18 2 4 . 7 
Total 6 7  7 39  73  
Preferences of  
owners : 
In rural area 30 22 . 7  7 3 . 6 4 2 . 5 0 0 
In Suva 38  2 8 . 8 60  31 . 3 5 3  32 . 7 2 9  2 2 . 6  
Unsure 13 9 . 8  30  15 . 6  5 6  34 . 6  6 4 . 7 
No inten tion 51 3 8 . 6 9 5  49 . 5  49 30 . 2  93 7 2 . 7 
Total 132 192 162 12 8 
but who also own homes there ( 46 . 4 per cen t )  and in Suva 
(4 6 . 2 5 per cen t )  is virtually ident ical , whereas only three 
of those who have concrete homes sited on freehold land in 
Suva expect to  do so . 
These results ind icate that area of  origin , length of  
stay in Suva , income , and ownership of  property have the 
most influence upon res ident ial intention s .  Although there 
are some Fijians who were born in the is land provin ces of  
Lau and Lomaivit i ,  have stayed in Suva for  many years , earn 
high incomes , and s t ill intend to return ult imately to the ir 
villages , there are many more such people who do not . There 
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is no clear relat ionship in the data between expres sed 
intent ions and economic groupings (by in come and property 
ownership ) , except perhaps fo r elit es with very high incomes 
and substantial houses sited on freehold land who declare 
with certainty that they int end to res ide fo rever in the 
urban area . Only this group may be said to show a marked 
preference . By contrast , the mo st amb ivalent , those who 
said they were ' not sure ' , were persons who had been in Suva 
for comparatively short periods or were from the relat ively 
poor and isolated provin ces of Lau , Lomaivit i ,  and Kadavu 
(Fig . l) . It may therefore be inferred that expressed future 
residential preferences are largely a funct ion of length of  
stay in Suva . Since 87  per cen t  of  the  Fij ians think they 
will remain fo r at least ten years , it can be concluded that 
the longer heads of hous ehold live in Suva the more their 
preferences will t end toward permanent res idence . 
The number of  Inda-Fij ians who expect to return to the 
rural sett lement s  from wh ich they came is small ( 12 out o f  
2 01 ; Table 7 ) . I f  those who prefer permanen t  res iden ce in 
town are compared with those who are unsure or prefer 
location s  elsewhere (1 32 ver sus 5 7 ) , then length of  stay ,  
income , and ownership of property are most impor tant . Among 
Inda-Fij ians , the most certain about where they would live 
in future were those who had been in Suva for ten or more 
years , had weekly incomes of at least $F60 , and owned con­
crete homes and freehold land . Conversely the least certain 
had lower incomes and had been res iden t there for les s than 
ten years . Age has slightly mo re bearin g  upon Inda-F ij ian 
than Fij ian intentions , since progressively higher percentages 
of  those in the older age groups cons idered they would remain 
in Suva fo rever . Perhaps the younger generat ion regard 
their longer life expectancy as providing the opportunity , 
as well as time , to search for alternat ive places o f  residen ce ­
a luxury in which older people feel they cannot indulge . 
The clear contrast between the res idential in tent ions 
of  Fij ians and Inda-Fij ians is not adequat ely explained by 
parallel differences of income , length of t ime spent in Suva , 
or  area of origin . Inda-Fij ian heads of  household come from 
rural set tlements located in the more fertile parts of Vit i 
Levu and Vanua Levu whereas more Fij ians originate from the 
outer islands . Nevertheless , more Fij ians stay lon ger in 
Suva and a greater proport ion earn higher incomes . Can it 
be that such contras t s  in res idential p references reflect 
basic differen ces in the cultural and polit ical backgrounds 
of these two ethnic group s ? 
Chapter 5 
In addit ion to s tatemen ts of res idential intentions , 
the intensity with which links are maintained with the place 
of origin may be viewed as an indicat ion of future act ions . 
Vis it ing is the most obvious means by which urban residen t s  
acknowledge ties to  their families , their villages , and 
the ir provinces of origin , but they may also remit cash , 
send food and other items , part ic ipat e in tradit ional cere­
monies , pay provincial taxes , host vis ito rs from their birth­
places , and con tribute to rural proj ect s .  
Vis it ing 
Patterns of visiting rural areas are an important index 
of the degree to which migran t s  in Suva maintain an interest 
in the ir conmnmit ies of origin and also  help to establish 
whether those who s ay they will return act in ways that will 
facilit ate this intent ion . Following research by Gugler 
(1961) , Caldwell (1969 ) , and Adepoj u (19 74)  in West and East 
Africa , household heads were asked a number of quest ions 
about the incidence , length , and reasons for visit ing their 
rural areas of  origin (see Appendix) . For the purposes of 
the survey , a visit had to be of at least s ix hours to be 
cotmt ed . The data show that almost  all Fij ians and Indo­
Fij ians resident in Suva do vis it their places of  origin . 
There are ,  however , some s ignificant differen ces on the basis 
of ethnicity , for whereas the Inda-Fij ians visit the rural 
communities more frequently than the Fij ians , their absences 
from Suva are of shorter durat ion . 
Of 199 Fij ian heads of household ,  7 7  per cent  had vis it ed 
their village at least once sin ce arrival in Suva and 32 per 
cent wit hin a year of being interviewed (Table 11; Fig . 5 ) . 
Of the 45 Fij ians who had never returned to their village 
s in ce living in Suva , 31 had re s ided there for more than f ive 
years . These figures ar e comparable with those report ed by 
Bedford (1978 : 69 )  for Qauia ,  wh ere about 46 per cent  of the 
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Table 11 
w 
� 
Recency of las t visit to Elace of origin by household heads in Suva , 
November 1977 - March 19 7 8  
Fij ians Indo-Fij ians Total 
Time of  visit ' Never visited ' ' Never vis ited ' ' Never visited ' 
No . % excluded No . % excluded No . % excluded 
% % % 
Previous week 13 6 . 5  8 . 4  36 17 . 9  18 . 9  49  12 . 2  14 . 2  
Previous month 16 8 . 0  10 . 4  43  21 . 4 22 . 5  59  14 . 8  17 . 1  
1-6 months ago 17  8 . 5  11 . 0  43  21 .  4 22 . 5  60 15 . 0  17 . 4  
6 months-1 y ear ago 17 8 . 5  11 . 0 3 8  18 . 9  19 . 9  55 13 . 8  15 . 9  
1-2 years ago 17 8 . 5  11 . 0  15 7 . 5  7 . 9  32 8 . 0  9 . 3  
2-3 years ago 17 8 . 5  11 . 0  3 1 .  5 1 .  6 2 0  5 . 0 5 . 8  
3-4 years ago 10 5 . 0  6 . 5  6 3 . 0  3 . 1  16 4 . 0  4 . 6  
4-5 years ago 7 3 .  _') 4 . 6  2 1 . 0 1 . 0  9 2 . 2  2 . 6  
5-6 years ago 9 4 . 5  5 . 8  1 0 . 5  0 . 5  10 2 . 5  2 . 9  
6-7 years ago 1 0 . 5 0 . 6 1 0 . 5  0 . 5  2 0 . 5  0 . 6 
7-8 years ago 7 3 . 5  4 . 6  0 0 0 7 1 .  8 2 . 0  
8-9 years ago 7 3 . 5  4 . 6  0 0 0 7 1 . 8  2 . 0  
9-10 years ago 2 1 . 0  1 .  3 0 0 0 2 0 . 5  0 . 6 
More than 10 years ago 14 7 . o  9 . 1  3 1 .  5 1 . 6 17 4 . 2  4 . 9  
Total vis itors 154 7 7 . 4  191 95 . 1  345 86 . 2  
Never vis ited village 45 22 . 6  10 5 . 0  55  13 . 8  
Total 199 2 01 400 
Fij ian / Indo-Fij ian difference ( ' Never visited ' included) : Chi square 104 . 9  with 15d . f .  Significance 0 . 0000 
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Fij ians had b een back to their rural villages within the 
five years preceding that survey . That even greater numb ers 
of Inda-Fij ians vis it their sett lement s of origin is shown 
by the fact that 191 out of  2 01 had made at least one return 
sin ce res idin g  in Suva and for almost  80 per cen t  this vis it 
had o ccurred within the previous year . Many more Inda-Fij ians 
(7 3 per cen t )  than Fij ian s (2 8 per cent)  regularly made 
annual vis it s .  
Thi s  frequency of return vis it ing by both Fij ians and 
Inda-F ij ians is similar to that reported for many African 
and Papua New Guinean societies . According to  Caldwell 
(19 6 9 : 141) , about 80 per cent of the rural-born Ghanaians he 
studied in urban areas had vis it ed the ir villages at l east 
once every year . Adepoj u (197 4 : 130) reports that only 5 per 
cent of those Nigerians questioned in urb an centres had never 
visited their home villages . For Papua New Guinea , Garnaut , 
Wright and Curtain (197 7 : 66 )  note that , in mos t  urban cent res , 
90  per cen t  had vis ited the home village at least once in 
the t en years preceding the ir survey . Compared with these 
results ,  the frequency of visit in g  for F ij ian (but not Indo­
Fij ian ) heads of hous ehold seems to be low .  This  is probab ly 
because most Fij ians interviewed came from islands that are 
difficult o f  access . 
Length and purposes of visit s 
The median durat ion o f  vis its by Inda-Fij ians (1 . 3  weeks ) 
is shorter than that o f  Fij ian s '  (2 . 1  weeks ) but the former 
make them more fequently . During their las t rural vis it , 16 
per cent o f  the Inda-Fij ians and 47 per cen t  of the Fij ians 
s tayed for more than a week (Table 12 ; Fig . 6 ) , while only 
4 out of 33 who had returned for at least a month were Indo­
Fij ians . The migrat ion hist ory matrix makes it possib le to 
identify absences from Suva that lasted a year o r  more . 
Altogether , 5 3  Fij ians and 2 3  Inda-Fij ians had made at least 
one such return move and a further 11 Fij ians had averaged 
2 . 4 between them. Only one Inda-Fij ian had made two moves 
from Suva that entailed an abs ence o f  a y ear o r  more . Most 
of these y ear-long circuits resulted from people returning 
to their villages after bein g  at s chool in Suva . 
The dominant reasons for the maj ority of visit s t o  
villages and rural sett lements are kin related : to  spend 
holidays with relat ive s , t o  att end weddings or fl.lllerals , 
and to vis it the sick (Table 1 3 ) . Some Fij ians (10 out of  
154 durin g the mo st recen t  vis it ) also returned for customary 
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Table 12 
Duration of last vi sit to ;elace of  o r1grn b� 
hous ehold heads , November 19 7 7  - March 197 8  
Fij ians Indo-Fij ians Total 
* * * 
No . % % No . % % No . % % 
1 day-1 week 82 41 . 2 5 3 .  2 160 79 . 6  83 . 8  2 42 60 . 5  7 0 . 1  
1 wk-2 wks 31 15 . 6  2 0 . 1 2 3  11 . 4 12 . 0 54 13 . 5  15 . 7  
2 wks-1 month 12 6 . 0  7 . 8  4 2 . 0  2 . 1  16 4 . 0 4 . 6  
1-3 months 17  8 .  5 11 . 0 1 0 . 5  0 . 5 18  4 . 5 5 . 2  
3-6 months 3 1 .  5 1 .  9 1 0 . 5 0 . 5 4 1 .  0 1 . 2 
6 mths-1 year 1 0 . 5 0 . 6 1 0 . 5 0 . 5 2 0 . 5 0 . 6 
1-2 years 2 1 . 0  1 . 3 0 0 0 2 0 . 5 0 . 6 
2 - 3  years 3 1 .  5 1 . 9  0 0 0 3 0 . 8 0 . 9 
3 years and 
longer 3 1 . 5 1 .  9 1 0 . 5 0 . 5 4 1 . 0 1 .  2 
Never vis ited 
place of 
origin 45 2 2 . 6  10 5 . 0  55 13 . 8 
Total 199 2 01 400 
* Percentages b ased only on those who vis ited . 
Fij ian / Inda-Fij ian differen ce : Chi square 7 4 . 8 ,  with 9d . f . 
S ignificance = 0 . 0000 
reasons , the most import ant of which is mataniqone : 
' showing the face of a child ' .  This occurs when a new-born 
child is formally introduced t o  the father ' s  village for the 
first time and is welcomed part icularly by the mataqa li . 
Other Fij ians ( twelve during the mos t  recent visit)  who came 
from areas close to  Suva also returned to help with such 
village proj ects as building a church , or to tend their 
gardens . The long Chris tmas vacat ion is the most popular 
time fo r Fij ians , and to a lesser extent Indo-Fij ians , to 
make kin-related vis it s . Many Inda-Fij ians also return for 
religious festivals like the Hindu Diwa li or the Muslim Eid 
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Duration of Visits 
8 
1 day - 1  week 6 6 months- 1 year 
1 week-2 weeks 7 1 -2 years 
2 weeks-1 month 8 2-3 years 
9 
1-3 months 9 3 years and longer 
3-6 months 1 0  N ever visited 
Source of Dat a :  
1 0  
T able 12 
Duration of las t village vis it , November 
19 7 7-March 1 9 7 8 . 
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and in times of vacat ion from work . This pattern of visit ing , 
especially at Chris tmas , exist s throughout Melanesia .  Thus 
Oram ( 19 6 8 : 2 69 ) comments that ' At Christmas an d Easter as 
many Hula [ Port More sby] people as possible return to the 
village where the kwa te ( corporate des cent group ) organize 
part ies in the name of the church ' .  
Table 13 
Primary reason fo r most recent rural vis it from Suva , 
November 19 7 7  - March 19 78  
Fij ians In do- Tot al Fij ians 
No . % No . % No . % 
Spend holiday with kin 85 55 . 2  145 7 6 . 3  2 30 66 . 9  
Att end wedding o r  funeral 
o r  see s ick relat ive 22  14 . 3  33 1 7 . 4  55 16 . 0  
Tradit ional ceremony 10  6 . 5  3 1 .  6 13  3 . 8 
Food gardening 10  6 . 5 0 0 10 2 . 9  
Cont ribute to sou 7 4 . 5  0 0 7 2 . 0  
Unemployed in Suva 3 1 . 9 1 0 . 5  4 1 .  2 
Farm work , such as har-
vesting cane , looking 
after cat t le 2 1 .  3 2 1 . 0 4 1 . 2 
Other 15 9 . 7 6 3 . 2  21 6 . 1  
Total 154 190 344 
Note : Percentages are based on numb er who visited . 
Vi siting as a funct ion of acces sib ility 
Variations in the numb er , recency , and duration o f  
return visit s are b est understood in t erms of the distance 
and accessib ility from Suva of the different settlement s of 
origin . For purposes o f  analys is , the access ib ility of 
household heads to  their place of origin was assessed on 
both distance and regularity of t ransport links with Suva 
(Table 14 ; Figs 7 ,  4 ) . Rural areas within two hours ' bus 
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Table 14 
Distribut ion of  household heads according to 
accessibility of  area of o r�gin to Suva , 
November 19 7 7  - March 19 7 8  
- -- - ---------- ----·- - · 
Degree of 
access ibility 
to Suva 
Within 2 hours ' 
bus ride 
Within 4 hours ' 
bus ride 
More than 4 hours ' 
bus ride 
Other Vit i Levu 
without bus and 
islands with regular 
transport linksa 
Islands with irregular 
tran s port linksb 
Total 
Fij ians 
No . % 
35 1 7 . 6  
12 6 . 0 
5 2 . 5  
30  1 5 . 1 
117 5 8 . 8  
199  
Indo-Fij ians 
No . % 
69 34 . 3 
58  2 8 . 9 
42 2 0 . 8  
2 8  13 . 9  
4 2 . 0 
2 01 
a Ovalau , Bau , Vanua Levu , Tavetmi .  
Tot al 
No . % 
104 2 6 . 0 
70  1 7 . 5  
4 7  11 . 8 
5 8  14 . 5  
12 1 3 0 . 3 
400 
b Kadavu , Lau , Lomaivit i group excluding Ovalau . 
Fij ian / Indo-Fij ian differen ce : Chi square = 1 73 . 6 ,  with 4d . f .  
S ignificance = 0 . 0000 
ride from the city were cons idered to  be the mos t  accessible , 
and the islands o f  Lau , Kadavu and Lomaivit i ( excluding 
Ovalau , to which there is regular t ran sport ) the least 
accessible ( Fig. 4 ) . Although some of these islands now have 
air strips , high fares ensure that the most connnon means of 
travel is s t ill by cargo boat s  which , however ,  only run 
when there is sufficient  bus ines s .  
Looking at both Suva an d  different  sett lements o f  origin 
reveals that many Fij ian s who came from less accessible areas 
made fewer return vis it s , whereas mos t  Inda-Fij ians originated 
from more accessible places and made mo re frequent visit s .  
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Degree of Accessibility 
1 W ithin two hours' bus ride of Suva. 
2 W ithin four hours' bus ride of Suva. 
3 More than four hours' bus ride of Suva. 
4 5 
4 Within V it i  Levu but not accessible by bus and isl ands w ith regular" 
tra nsport l ink s  with Suva ( Ov a l au, B au, V anua Levu, T a veuni). 
5 F ar i sl ands with irregular transport l inks with Suva ( K adavu, Lau, 
Loma i viti ;  excluding O valau). 
Source of D ata : T able 1 4  
Figure 7 .  Dis tribution of  househo ld heads 
according to accessibility of  
area of origin to  Suva 
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Of the 45 Fij ians who had not vis ited their village s ince 
arrival in Suva , 38  ( 83 per cent)  were f rom the mo st distant  
locat ion s compared with only 3 from sett lemen ts acces s ible 
by bus . Out o f  143 Fij ians who do not make y early returns 
to their villages , 100 ( 70 per cent ) came from least acce s s ib le 
and 2 1  (15 per cent ) from le s s  accessible places ; conversely , 
8 of the 12 who averaged more than ten annual visit s had to 
t ravel by bus for only two hours . Similarly , 18 of the 53 
Inda-Fij ians  ( 34 per cent ) who do no t make annual vis it s came 
from les s  accessible places , whereas 18 of the 2 8  (64  per 
cen t )  who averaged mo re than ten returns every y ear went to 
places very close to Suva. This po s itive relat ionship between 
accessib ility and rate o f  return vis it ing has been found by 
other invest igators , most not ably Mitchell ( 19 7 3 )  in his 
study of Zamb ians and their movement to the Copperbelt . 
Mitchell noted the influence o f  dis t ance to be particularly 
s t rong among Zambians who had been away from their villages 
for more than twen ty years and that much higher percent ages 
of those who o riginated more  than 400 miles from the 
Copperbelt had never paid a return vis it compared with those 
f rom communit ies within 200 miles . 
Accessibility also affect s  the durat ion o f  return visit s , 
as is demons trated by the Fij ians ,  a higher proport ion o f  
whom were b orn in more isolated locat ion s (Fig . 4 ) . Fij ian s  
who came from less acces s ible areas ( Tab le 14 ) stayed longer 
away from Suva , perhaps b ecaus e of problems with finding 
return transport . Such dif ficult ies mean that those who 
originate from the outer islands are far les s willing to  
leave town for  a s ingle vis it , especially if they have a 
regular j ob in Suva , for lon g absences can result in 
terminat ion . 
Patterns o f  vis iting are not related s ignificantly to  
any variables other than accessib ility . Mos t  important , the 
data do not suggest that an in crease in length of res idence 
in Suva will lead t o  any reduct ion in the regularity of 
visits made by either Fij ians or Indo-Fij ians . On the con­
trary , it appears that the links maintained through vis it ing 
rural places of  o rigin remain strong , irrespect ive o f  the 
number of years that people have lived in Suva . 
Other linkages 
Apart from vis it ing , many other  links between places of 
origin and destination , such as have been shown to be 
important in previous research in Fij i (Nayacakalou 1 9 7 5 ; 
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Spate 1959 , Ward 1965 ) , were found to exist for Suva hous e­
holds . As with res iden tial in tentions there is a bas ic 
difference between Fij ian and Inda-Fij ian heads of household , 
since the former are involved in eight kinds of interact ion 
but the lat ter in only three (Table 15 ) . For this reason , 
the two ethnic group s will be treated separat ely . 
Reciprocal help to extended family by Fij ian s 
Fij ian s in teract wi th their places of  origin at three 
different levels . The fir s t  is the extended family , defined 
as consanguineal relat ives like parent s ,  brothers and s isters , 
with whom there is the greatest  degree of at tachmen t and the 
mo st intense reciprocity . Mos t  Fij ians (161 out of 19 9 )  said 
they helped family memb ers who remained in the village and 
that this as s is tance was reciprocated (14 7  out of 199) . Cash 
remittances are the mo st important  form of help originat ing 
from Suva res idents , whereas gifts received from the village 
are of such tradit ional p roducts as woven mats and baskets , 
scented coconut oil ,  and palm leaf brooms . The mutual 
exchange of food ranks next in importance . Manufactured 
products such as cooking oil ,  crackers ,  flour , salt and 
kerosene are sent from Suva while fresh produce like yaqona 
(kava) , roo t crops ( cas sava , taro , yams ) , coconut s ,  smoked 
fish and mangoes flow in the oppos ite direct ion .  Of tho se 
Fij ians living in town who said they helped close village 
relat ives , 44 per cent  felt this usually occurred through 
cash remittances and 2 6  per cent by sending food or manu­
factured products .  Of the 14 7 who received reciprocal 
assistan ce from village kin , 42 per cent  declared it to be 
in the form of  tradit ional Fij ian materials while 27 per cent  
lis ted food items . 
In teract ion o f  Fij ians with village 
The second level of interact ion for Fij ians is the 
village , but with the difference that con tribut ions received 
by villagers from urban residen t s  are far greater than the 
reverse flow .  Whereas 161 Fij ian s noted that they helped 
their village , only 71  said this was reciprocated . Although 
cash is the most connnon form of  as sistance to rural connnu­
nities , it is not usually sent individually but collected 
from fund-rais ing act ivit ies in town and remit ted later . 
Fund-rais ing takes the form of either direct donat ion s , 
through the sys tem known as so li , or participation in benefit 
games such as kati ( 138  out of 161) . Yet others contribute 
labour or send cash directly to the local community . 
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Table 15 
Forms of contribut ion to p laces of origin by Suva res iden t s  
Nature of contribut ion 
Hos t  people in Suva 
Send food and materials 
Help during weddings and 
funerals 
Remit cash 
Take part in so li ( fund 
raising for specific 
proj ect )  
Take part in p rovincial 
fes t ivals 
Pay provincial tax 
Pay land rate 
Fij ians 
(19 9 )  
No . % 
159 79 . 9  
153 76 . 9  
153  7 6 . 9  
152 7 6 . 4  
138 69 . 3  
135 6 7 . 8  
9 7  48 . 7 
2 8  14 . 1  
In do- Total Fij iari.s (400)  ( 2 01 )  
No . % No . . %  
75 3 7 . 3  2 3 4  58 . 5  
1 0 . 5 154 38 . 5  
5 4  2 6 . 9  2 0 7  51 . 8  
71  35 . 3  223  55 . 8  
13 8 34 . 5  
0 0 135 33 . 8  
9 7  24 . 3  
2 8  7 . 0  
Note : Includes all contribut ions made . Thus a person who 
did not make one form o f  contribution (such as hos t ing 
people in Suva) may have con tributed in another way 
( like taking part in the so li ) . 
So li is a form of fund-raising in which Fij ians from a 
particular village or p rovince decide to collect money for 
some communal proj ect from both individuals and var ious kinds 
of tradit ional group s . The so li occurs in a tradit ional 
atmosphere of feasting and ceremonies ,  such as the present­
at ion of tabua ( ce remonial whales ' teeth )  and the drinking 
of yaqona . The amount of money donated by var ious individuals 
and groups is announced and a competit ion of  ten develop s 
over the size of  contributions made . The larger the amount 
given , the greater is the p res t ige gained for the individual 
or the group . Kati is a game of chan ce ,  or ' lo t tery ' , con­
ducted with a deck of cards . People ' buy ' cards , which are 
compared with the value of the card that is revealed when the 
deck is cut . The winner receives a small prize and the money 
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collec ted , usually a small amount , is used for either minor 
village proj ect s  or paying for the feast s  associated with 
the lar ger fund-raising funct ion of so li . 
Help given Suva Fij ians by rural Fij ian s 
The mos t  common form of recip rocal he lp received by 
Suva res iden t s  occurs during traditional ceremonies , especially 
before (somate ) and after (burua) burial of the dead . Such 
assis tan ce includes guidance on ceremonial procedures ,  pro­
vis ion of  labour , and supplies of food and materials used 
in the feast for those who attend the funeral . A maj or part 
of  somate is the con tribution by participants of food , 
materials and cash , collect ively known as yau . A few months 
after burial the ceremony of burua completes the reciprocal 
cycle and involves all such contributors ,  who are given back 
some food and materials ,  usually meat , cassava , taro and 
yams . When someone dies in the village and Suva res idents 
cannot attend the burial , they usually con gregate at the 
hous e of a close relat ive to present their yau , which is 
then taken back to the local community on their behalf . 
Similarly , during the burua , the Suva contributors are called 
together by a clos e relat ive who has attended the burial 
and p resented with gift s  from the family of the deceased . 
The role of such tradit ional ceremonies in sus taining 
a wide range of socially important t ie s  and provid ing 
opportunity for exchange has b een described for other Mela­
nes ian societies . The funeral ceremonies of Fij i are remark­
ably similar in social funct ion to those des cribed by Ryan 
(1970 : 134-6)  for the Toaripi of southeas t New Guinea . Such 
ceremonies enable those absent from the natal village to 
acknowl edge their ties to it . 
In teract ion of Fij ian s at the p rovincial level 
The province is the larges t administrative unit within 
the Fij ian Administrat ion and the third level at which Fij ians 
int eract with the rural areas . The Fij ian Admin is t rat ion 
is respon sible for native lands and other affairs , the j uris­
diction of which is divided into fourteen provin ces . Almos t  
all operating funds are ob tained from either p rovincial 
taxes or other kinds of levy . While most Fij ians in town 
made financial paymen ts to their provinces of origin , 5 7  out 
of 19 9 (2 8 . 6 p er cen t )  said they did not ,  which is a far 
higher rat io than those who provided no assistance to either 
family or village . 
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The provincial head tax and land rates are the mo s t  
connnon payment s made by Suva res iden t s  ( 48 . 7 per cent and 
14 . 1  pe r cent respectively) . The former is an annual tax 
levied on Fij ians  by provincial councils , and the land rate 
a substitut e that some councils have adop ted , whereby each 
adult male registered as a land owner pays according to the 
amount held by his mataqali . Of those who pay neither pro­
vincial taxes nor land rates , some are not regi stered land 
owners , the contribution s  of some are made by kin , others 
are aged more than 60 , and mo s t  of the remainder s imply 
ignore these re spons ib ilit ies . Apart from these official 
payments , about half the Fij ian s also con tribute to provincial 
carn ivals ,  at which charity drives are held . Since provincial 
funds , however obtained , are used chiefly to finance the 
Fij ian Adminis tration and for such proj ects as local area 
schools , the flow of contribut ions  is mainly from town to 
village and thus cont rasts  wi th the reciprocal exchange that 
occurs at the level of the family and , to a lesser extent , 
the village . 
This discus sion of Fij ian linkages at the three levels 
of the family , the village and the province no t only describes 
the s everal kinds of ass is tance and the differing degrees of  
reciprocity involved , but also ident ifies var iat ion s in the 
level of spontaneity . Whereas links with the ext ended family 
in the village are primarily spontaneous , those with the 
larger village commun ity are somewhat spontaneous but often 
sanct if ied by tradit ion , while mos t  o f  those with the provinces 
are mandatory and may be enforced by adminis trative authority . 
Apart from these varying responses to their p laces of  origin ,  
most Fij ian heads o f  hous ehold (159 out of  199 ) also hos t  
relat ives and friends when they vis it Suva , whether for a 
short visit or a prolonged s t ay such as for formal educat ion . 
Inda-Fij ian t ies to places of  origin 
Compared with the Fij ians , the Inda-Fij ians maintain 
fewer and less int en s e  links with the rural areas ( Table 15 ) . 
This bas ic difference reflect s  the fact that Inda-Fij ians 
have no resident ial unit of reference comparable to the 
Fij ian village and that the p rovincial administration deals 
exclusively with the ethnically Melanesian . The links of  
Inda-Fij ians to the ir areas of  origin are consequently at 
the level of the extended family , but only 3 4 . 3  per cent 
(69  out of 201)  said they ass is ted rural kin and a mere 6 . 5  
per cent ( 13 out of 2 01 )  received any reciprocal help . 
Except for one Inda-Fij ian who sent materials bought in Suva , 
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mos t  assis tance to rural families was through the remittance 
of cash . Of the 69 who helped kin , 54  also assisted with 
wedding , funeral , and religious ceremonies , while 37 p er 
cent regularly hos ted visitors to town . 
These bas ic contras t s  be tween Fij ian and Inda-Fij ian 
residents  in Suva are not exp lained by their group character­
is t ics but reflect di fferences of tradit ion and lifestyles , 
as well as administrative context . For both ethnic groups , 
the pres ence of parents or children in rural areas generally 
resul ts in more in tense linkages and a greater degree of 
mutual ass istance . In addit ion , Fij ians in the higher-
income groups are exp ected to and do contribute s lightly 
more to their extended family , natal community , and provin ce 
of or1g1n .  Of the Fij ians earning $F50 or more each week , 
82 per cent  maintained very intense links with rural places , 
in contrast with the lower but st ill sub stantial proport ion 
(68  per cent ) of those who se weekly incomes ranged from $F30 
to $F50 ( Table 8) . Tho se Fij ians who are economically the 
most  succes sful , f ind that the combinat ion of longer residence 
in Suva , increasing experien ce ,  and higher in come s are 
accompanied by correspondingly greater demands on them for 
help from relatives and rural communities . For these Fij ians , 
in short , the greater their length of stay in the city the 
more intense their linkages with village s and provinces of 
origin are likely to be . 
Chapt er 6 
Urban conmitment 
The concept of conmitmen t , as used in this study , 
refers to the degree to which people are involved in urban 
living . Through such indices as proport ion of  lifet ime spent  
in Suva , locat ion of nuclear family tmit and of property 
owned , p ersonal images people have of themselves ,  and per­
ceived advantages and di sadvantages of  life in both Suva and 
rural areas , an attempt is made to  as sess the exten t  to which 
movers are ' botmd ' to lengthy res iden ce in Suva . Informat ion 
on , for example , t ime lived in Suva and location of property 
outlines the act ions of town residents  versus their future 
in tentions and their percept ion of themselves as belonging 
to the ci ty o r  to a rural area . These indicators of urban 
commitment or involvement have been discus sed in most detail 
by Mitchell ( 1969 : 485-93 ; 197 3 : 300-12 ) , who has defined 
urban connnitment as ' an individual ' s  subj ect ively experienced 
preference for living in town as against  elsewhere ' .  Urban 
involvement ,  by comparison , is ' the individual ' s  participat ion 
in social relat ion ships which are cen tred in urban insti­
tutions ' (Mit chell 19 69 : 485 ) . 
Time spent in Suva 
According to Mitchell ( 1 9 7 3 : 300 ) , three related att ri­
butes refl ect the degree of  involvement in town life : ' the 
length of t ime • . .  (peop le) • . •  have lived continuously in 
the town they were in at the t ime of  the survey . • .  ; the 
propo rt ion of t ime they have spent  in the urban areas as a 
whole since they turned fif teen years o f  age . • • ; and the 
at titude they have towards the ir con t inued residence in 
town . ' By ' attitude towards continued residen ce ' ,  Mitchell 
is referring to res iden tial intentions  discus sed in Chapter 
4 ,  upon the bas is of which movers can be grouped into t arget 
workers , tempo rarily urbanized , and permanently urbanized . 
Briefly , ' target workers ' are those who are likely to  return 
to the rural areas as soon as possible ; ' tempo rar ily urbanized ' 
are those who would return at some unspecified future date , 
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such as ret irement ; and ' permanen tly urbanized ' are those 
who think they will always stay in town . 
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In Suva , most Inda-Fij ians wish to remain in town forever 
and many Fij ians for most of their live s ,  even though they 
might return ultimat ely to res ide in rural areas . On the 
basis of Mit chell ' s  definit ion , about two-thirds of the Indo­
Fij ian heads of household would be classified as permanently 
urbanized and about two-f ifths of the Fij ians as temporarily 
urbanized . If the number of years re sident  in Suva is 
expressed as a ratio of to tal and working lifet ime , then 
many movers have already been in the city for a high pro­
port ion of their lives (Table 16) . About 36 per cent of the 
Fij ians and 2 5  p er cen t  of the Inda-Fij ians have spent  more 
than half their to tal lifet ime in Suva , and if it is as sumed 
that gainful employment begins at the age of 18 , then 4 7 . 2  
per cen t  o f  the Fij ians  and 30 . 3  per cent o f  the Inda-Fij ians 
have worked nowhere els e  ( Table 16) . Three-quarters of the 
Fij ians and over two-thirds of the Inda-Fij ians have spent  
more than half their working lives in Suva . 
S imilar results were reported for the Qauia survey , in 
which ' a  surprisingly high proport ion of the older men and 
women had spent more than half  their lives in town ' (Bedford 
19 7 8 : 68) . These proportions  of t ime spen t  or worked in Suva 
suggest a fairly high degree o f  commitment to  urban res idence 
by both Fij ian and Inda-Fij ian heads of household s ince , as 
Mitchell argues in his research with Zamb ians in urban areas , 
' if a man has spent more t ime in urban than in rural areas 
since he turned 15 , then he is more commit ted to urban life ' 
than someone who has spen t  more t ime in rural areas , and ' if 
a person has spent  a comparat ively long time in one town ( in 
this case , more than 5 year s )  then there is evidence that he 
has settled in that town ' (Mitchell 1969 : 48 7 ) . 
To some extent , the total length of  t ime as well as the 
proport ion of working life spent by Fij ians in Suva ref lects  
place of o rigin rather than simple acces s ib ility or dis tance . 
Fij ians from the least accessib le provinces of  Lau and 
Lomaivit i had spen t  slight ly lon ger periods in town ,  whereas 
those from other relat ively inacces sible places like Vanua 
Levu and Taveuni had not , in comparison with household heads 
who originated from places more acces sib le to Suva . Amongst 
Inda-Fij ians , there is no relat ion between accessib ility of 
area of  o rigin and length of t ime spen t  in Suva (Table 14 ; 
Fig . 4 ) . By con t rast , Mit chell ( 19 7 3 )  found that Zamb ians 
who came from the farthest places to work on the Copperbelt 
Table 16 
V1 
0 
Percen tage of time SEent in Suva by househo ld heads 
Total lifetime Working life 
Percentage Fij ians In do-Fij ians Total Fij ians Indo-Fij ians Total 
No . % No . % No . % No . % No . % No . % 
0-9 15  7 . 5  23  11 . 4 38  9 . 5  9 4 . 5  6 3 . 0 15  3 .  7 
10-19 2 7  13 . 6  38 18 . 9  65 16 . 3  5 2 . 5  11 5 . 5  16 4 . 0  
2 0-29 34  17 . 1  3 7  18 . 4  7 1  17 . 8  13 6 . 5  14 7 . 0  2 7  6 . 7 
30-39 1 7  8 . 5  39  19 . 4  56  14 . 0  6 3 . 0  19 9 . 5  2 5  6 . 3  
40-49 35 17 . 6  13 6 . 4  48  12 . 0  14 7 . 0  12 6 . 0  2 6  6 . 5  
50-59 32 16 . 1  2 0  10 . 0  52 13 . 0  11 5 . 5  22  10 . 9  33  8 . 3  
60-69 22  11 . 1  12 6 . 0  34 8 . 5  8 4 . 0  14 7 . 0  2 2  5 . 5  
70-79  7 3 . 5 6 3 . 0 13 3 . 3  10 5 . 0  17  8 . 5 2 7  6 . 7 
80-89 9 4 . 5 11 5 . 5  2 0  5 . 0  1 7  8 . 5  18 9 . 0  35  8 . 7 
90-99 1 0 . 5  2 0 . 9  3 0 . 8 12 6 . 0  7 3 . 5  19  4 . 7  
100 0 0 0 0 0 0 94 47 . 2  61 3 0 . 3 155 38 . 7 
More than 
half 7 1  35 . 7 51  25 . 4  122 30 . 6  152 7 6 . 2  139 69 . 2  2 9 1  72 . 6  
Median 41 . 9% 32 . 0% 9 5 . 4% 71 . 5% 
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spent the leas t amoun t of time in urban areas . Fo r Fij ians , 
it seems that physical resources and opportunit ies for such 
act ivities as wage employment at the place of origin have a 
greater bearing upon the amount o f  t ime spen t  in urban areas 
than the simple factors of dist ance or accessib ility . 
Lo cat ion of the nuclear family 
As Mit chell (1969 : 48 7 )  argues , the presence in town of 
a man ' s  wife is another useful index of connnitment to urban 
res idence , s ince it indicates that his stay is likely to be 
lengthy . This contention has b een demonstrated in the New 
Hebrides , where men who lived with their wives in Vila in 
19 7 0  had res ided twice as long as those whose wives remained 
in the village (Bedford 19 7 3b : ll3-14 ) . For New Guinea , 
Garnaut , Wright , and Curtain ( 19 7 7 : 61)  report that ' once the 
men decide to brin g  their wives to town ,  then they are likely 
to remain in town for a relat ively long time ' . Mo st house­
hold heads in Suva had moved as part of a nuclear family ; 
less than 10  per cen t  of either Fij ians or Inda-Fij ians 
in terviewed had any members of the innnediat e nuclear family 
st ill res ident in the community of o rigin .  About 40 p er 
cen t of  nuclear family households became established by 
means of either chain migrat ion o r  marriage . In the former , 
a few family members set tle in town and are subsequently 
followed by other s ; in the latter , young adult s move from the 
rural areas , marry , and later have children . Such high 
percentages o f  mover hous eholds with nuclear families in 
Suva further suggest that mo st Fij ians and Inda-Fij ians are 
connnitted to lengthy residence  in Suva . 
This contrast s  with many other Melanes ian societies . 
The literature on New Guinean mob ility suggests  that the 
usual practice is for men to leave their families behind in 
the village and for wives to look after their property , 
except when there is some assurance that acconnnodat ion will 
be provided in the dest ination area , as in the case o f  
educated and skilled workers ( for example , Young 19 7 8 ) . 
Similarly, in a New Hebridean s tudy of labourers on a con­
s t ruct ion s ite , Bonnemaison ( 19 7 8 : 2 7 )  found ' a  large pre­
dominance of young bachelors and s ingle men who have left 
their family and village ' .  
Some explanat ion of  this dif ference from other areas 
in Melanesia may lie in the much longer history of urban 
development in Fij i .  Another reason fo r the higher pro­
port ion found by this study of nuclear families living in 
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Suva may be that household heads were int erviewed ;  thus , 
s in gle and married men whos e  families remained in the rural 
areas would tend to be excluded from the dat a .  Further , the 
number of such p ersons who do not reach Suva , because of  
intervening employment opportunities in small towns or on 
sugar plantat ions , is not known . 
Employment 
' If a man has an o ccupat ion of  a skilled type. associated 
with indust rial or o th er urban act ivit ies then he is more 
likely to be rooted in town l ife than in count ry life ' 
(Mit chell 19 69 : 48 7 ) . In Suva , four out of every five heads 
of household have regular employment (Table 1 7 ) . Of those 
gain fully-employed , 65 per cent of the Fij ians and 70 per 
cent of the Indo-Fij ians hold profess ional or skilled posit ions 
and are teachers , nurses , accountant s , carpenters , elec­
tricians , moto r mechanics , and machin ist s .  The rest work at 
such semi- or unskilled j obs as driving buses and taxis , 
s teve�oring , and general labouring . The rate o f  j ob change 
is  low for semi- and unskilled workers of both ethnic group s ;  
once a person secures employment ,  that j ob i s  usually only 
left for higher income and better working condit ion s . 
Ownership of property 
As Odongo and Lea ( 19 7 7 )  have demonstrated in Uganda , 
actual o r  int ended ownership of property in town and/ or 
rural areas can indicate connnitment to one locality or 
another . Those who have o r  intend to purchase a house or 
land in Suva may b e  regarded as demonstrat ing a vis ible 
connnitment and thereby being orient ed t o  a len gthy period , 
if not permanen t  res idence , in an urban environment . Because 
many of those resident in Suva neither own nor intend to 
acquire p roperty (Table 10) , it is difficult to reach any 
firm conclus ion about the relat ionship between the locat ion 
of property owned and connnitment to rural and/or urban 
places . Actual ownership of p roperty in both rural and 
urban places by Suva res ident s suggest s connnitments  to both . 
With 9 9  per cent of Fij ians owning land in rural areas , 
it is underst andable that a high proport ion ( 71 per cent ) 
also  own houses there . The ownership of t it le to mataqaZi 
land demons trates a clear commitment to the rural area , 
rooted in the t raditional culture ; but it does not explain 
why a relat ively high ( 5 8 )  percentage of those owning houses 
(Tab le 9) prefer Suva . Looked at in conj unct ion with those 
EmEloyrnent status 
Novemb er 
Table 17  
of hous ehold heads in 
19 7 7  - March 19 78  
Fij ian s Indo-Fij ians 
No . % No . % 
TlEe o f  emEloyrnent 
Pro fess ional 12 7 . 5  16 9 . 3 
Skilled 9 2  5 7 . 5  105 6 1 .  0 
Unskilled or semi-
skilled 5 6  35 . 0  51  2 9 . 7  
Total employed 160 80 . 4  172 85 . 6  
No t emploled 
(housewives ,  students , 
retired , unemployed) 39 19 . 6  2 9  14 . 4  
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Suva , 
Total 
No . % 
2 8  8 . 4  
19 7 59 . 3  
107 32 . 2  
3 32 83 . 0  
68  1 7 . 0  
express ing an in ten t to  purchase in Suva (Table 10) , this 
figure could indicate an emergent commitment to the town on 
the part of Fij ians . 
Ownership of property by Indo-Fij ians also shows a 
division between ownership of houses and o f  land , with about 
equal numb ers having land in Suva and rural areas , but almost 
twice as many ( 74 per cen t )  owning houses in Suva as in the 
rural areas (39  per cent ) .  Indo-Fij ians expres sing an int en t  
t o  purchase and a preference f o r  Suva form a clear maj ority 
whether or not they already own p roperty ,  or will purchase 
land or hous es . For Indo-Fij ians then , the commitment to 
Suva appears to be s t ronger than for Fij ians . Nevertheles s ,  
the relat ionship b etween property ownership and commitment 
to a place is not nearly as clear as has b een demonstrated 
for Uganda ( Odongo and Lea 1 9 77 ) . 
Att itudes toward urban and rural living 
As African s tudies have shown (P . Mayer 1961 ; Southall 
and Gutkind 195 7 ) , the degree of commitment to urban re sidence 
can be examined through the at titudes people have toward 
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urban and rural livin g ,  as well as in terms of whether they 
perceive themselves to be town or village person s . Household 
heads in Suva were asked what they cons idered to be  the ad­
vantages and disadvantages of l ife in both the capital city 
and rural areas , and the two an swers they cons idered most 
important were coded for analy s is . For both ethn ic groups , 
good public s e rvices such as s chools , hosp itals , shops , 
roads , parks and playgrounds are con s idered most important 
and Suva is viewed as the place where these  needs are b est 
met (Table 18) . Availability of employment and an adequate 
livelihood is of almos t equal import ance and , again , Suva is 
where this n eed is mos t  easily sat isfied , even though this 
mean s  a los s of  ' free t ime ' ; also the cost of  living is far 
higher than in rural areas . For Fij ians in part icular , 
maintenance o f  one ' s  culture , cust oms and t radit ions is also 
considered important and far more eas ily achieved within the 
village , although this can lead to local obligations becoming 
a burden . 
In revealing these attitudes t oward urban and rural 
l iving , the Fij ians are litt le different from Melanes ian and 
African societies reported in other studies . Much of what 
P .  Mayer des cribes for the School Xhosa migrants  of East 
London , South Africa , could apply equally well t o  the Fij ians 
( cf .  Tab le 18) : 
life in town . . •  may con s t itute a widen ing o f  
opportunity : not only in terms o f  money to  b e  
earned , but in t e rms o f  friendships to be made , 
recreat ions to be enj oyed , and civilised tastes 
to be indulged . At the s ame t ime the School 
migrant cannot be in sens ible to it s many un cer­
taintie s  and tmpleasantnesses . . • .  The home is 
the blessedly cheap place ' where one can live 
without money ' ,  but in the eyes of many School 
men in town it also b egin s  to seem ' borin g ' ,  
' a  place without pleasure ' (P . Mayer 1961 : 22 4 ) . 
For the maj ority of Fij ians and Inda-Fij ians res ident 
in Suva , life in an urban s et t ing sat isfies many more needs 
than that in rural areas . At t itudes toward both the advan­
tages and disadvantages of livin g  in Suva suggest that most 
are connnitted to len gthy res idence there , despite the cost 
of  subsistence , the disadvant ages of crime and pollut ion , 
and the difficulty of ob tain in g  j obs . For the Fij ians , the 
village cont inues to sat is fy important cultural and social 
needs , but these can be met by occasional short visits and 
the main tenance of reciprocal linkages . 
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Table 1 8  
Advantages and disadvantages of life in Suva and village places , 
November 19 77  - March 1978 
Fij ians Indo-Fij ians Total 
No . %b No . %b No . %b 
LIFE IN SUVA 
Advantages a 
Availability of facilities 139 39 . 3  140 42 . 7  2 79 40. 6 
Availability of j obs and 
earning cash 12 6 35 . 6  138 42 . 1  264 38 . 7  
More recreational opporttmities 33  9 . 3  27 8 . 2  60 8 . 7  
Better hous ing 12 3 . 4  5 1 . 4  17 2 . 5  
Wise use of time 10 2 . 8  0 0 10 1. 5 
No obligations 3 0 . 8 0 0 3 0 . 4 
Other 22  6 . 2  18  5 . 5  40 5 . 8  
None 9 2 . 5  1 0 . 3 10 1 .  5 
Total 354 32 9 683 
Disadvantages a 
High cost of living 131 38 . 6  134 53 . 4  265 44 . 9  
Loss  o f  cus toms 84 24 . 8  9 3 . 6  93  15 . 8  
High crime rate 82 24 . 2  26 10. 4 108 18 . 3  
Pollution 14 4 . 1  54 2 1 .  5 68 11 . 5 
Difficult to obtain j obs 14 4 . 1 8 3 . 2  22 3 . 7  
Other 12 3 . 5  12 4 . 8  24  4 . 1  
None 2 0 . 6 8 3 . 2  10 1. 7 
Total 339 251 590 
LIFE IN RURAL PLACES 
Advan tages a 
Low cost  of living 161 44 . 5  175 57 . 6  336 50 . 5 
Much free time 88  24 . 3  71  23 . 4  159 23 . 9  
Customs maintained 81  22 . 4  9 2 . 9  90 13 . 5 
Mutual help 22 6 . 1  19 6 . 3  41  6 . 2  
No worries 5 1 .  3 12 3 . 9  17 2 . 6  
Other 9 2 . 5 13 4 . 2  22 3 . 3  
None 1 0 . 3  5 1 .  6 6 0 . 9  
Total 367  304 671  
Disadvantages a 
Poor facilities 12 3 39 . 3  ll6 45 . 5  239 42 . 1  
Few opporttmit ies to earn cash 98 31 .  3 107 42 . 0  205 36 . 1  
Too many obligations 23  7 . 3  4 1 .  6 27  4 . 8  
Witchcraft (sorcery) 15 4 . 8  5 2 . 0  20  3 . 5  
Too dull 15 4 . 8 5 2 . 0  20 3 . 5  
Other 2 1  6 . 7 ll 4 . 3  32 5 . 6  
None 18 5 . 8 6 2 . 4  24 4 . 2  
Total 313 2 54 567 
a Up to two advantages or disadvan tages were coded for each person interviewed. 
b Percentages are based upon the total number of statements made . 
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Nevertheless , this result i s  not reflected in the 
personal images that Suva res idents  have of themselves . 
Their react ions appear to be most influenced by the emot ional 
at tachment of individuals to rural areas . In general , Fij ians 
overwhelmingly view themselve s as village people (165 out of 
199 ) , whereas almo s t  half the Indo-Fij ians (98 out of 2 01 )  
feel they are townspeople an d  about a fifth are e ither amb i­
valent or unsure (Table 19 ) . Many in both ethnic groups have 
lived in Suva for as long as thirty o r  forty years and intend 
to live there for the rest of  their lives yet s t ill regard 
themselves as rural people . Thus 42 out of 57 Fij ians ( 74 
per cent ) and 36 out of  132 Indo-Fij ians (2 7 per cent ) who 
say they will remain permanen t ly in town nevertheles s  cons ider 
themselves to be village persons . Many more Indo-Fij ians 
(52 per cen t )  than Fij ians ( 19 per cent ) ,  however ,  both intend 
to remain permanently in the capital and regard themselves 
as townspeople . 
Table 19 
Personal images o f  hous ehold heads in Suva , 
November 19 7 7  - March 1 9 7 8  
Fij ians Indo-Fij ians Total 
Town person 
Village person 
Both town and village 
person 
Unsure 
Total 
No . % 
2 0  10 . 1  
165 82 . 9  
12 
2 
199 
6 . 0  
1 . 0  
No . % 
9 8  4 8 . 8 
61  30 . 3  
19 9 . 5  
23  11 . 4 
201  
Fij ian/ Indo-Fij ian dif ference : Chi square 
Significan ce 
No . % 
118 2 9 . 5  
2 2 6  5 6 . 5  
31 
25 
400 
7 . 6  
6 . 3 
12 2 .  4 with 3d . f .  
0 . 0000 
Fij ian and Indo-Fij ian difference s : an explanat ion_ 
Before any at tempt is made to  con clude about pat terns 
of movement to Suva , it is necessary to suggest reason s  for 
the con t rast in future res iden t ial in ten tions and rural-town 
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linkages among Fij ian an d  Inda-Fij ian heads of households . 
Since Fij ians are indigenous Melanes ian inhabitants and Indo­
Fij ians are an innnigrant Asian people , their vas tly dif ferent 
cultures and tradit ion s are clearly crit ical to our tmder­
standing the st rong bonds that Fij ians app ear to retain with 
their places of origin . 
Tradit ionally , Fij ian socie ty is organized hierarchically 
into so cio-political miits of  various sizes . The smallest 
such tm it con s is t s  of  a few families or lineages and is known 
as i tokatoka , several of which comb ine to form a mataqali , 
or subtribe . Several mataqa li comprise a yavusa , or tribe , 
and several yavusa may form a vanua , or con federat ion with 
polit ical control over large areas of land . Every Fij ian 
has a specific posit ion within thi s hierarchical system and 
cultural life is defined on this basis . In any tradit ional 
ceremony or cultural interact ion amongst Fij ian s , the trad­
it ional posit ion of the individuals involved is mentioned 
(Nayacakalou 197 5 : 9-30 ; Racule 19 7 8 : 39 ) , and all Fij ians 
regard this hierarchy and each individual ' s  placemen t within 
it as the very b ackbone of their culture . 
The structure of  the Fij ian village , or koro , reflects 
this socio-polit ical system.  Each village consists  of 
several mataqa li , the head of  the largest mataqali and of  the 
village usually being the same pers on .  While p roduction of  
food within the koro generally is organized on a family bas is , 
exchange between families is common and o ften connntmally 
defined ( Spate 1959 : 7 7 ) . At times of tradit ional ceremonies 
and such maj or act ivit ies as building a church or road , all 
villagers act co llectively under the direct ion of the village 
head . For p rovincial proj ects , people may group according 
to vanua, koro, or mataqali to con tribute toward complet ion . 
A certain form o f  communalism thus exist s  throughout Fij ian 
society and reciprocity is emphas iz ed ; both also are seen 
to be integral par t s  of  what i s  commonly known as ' the Fij ian 
way of life ' . 
All Fij ians who wish to retain their group identity 
thus iden tify themselves s trongly with the village , which is 
the hearth of all t radit ion , where their roo t s  lie . Fij ians 
who live in urban areas con sequen tly mus t do far more than 
s imply say they are of the village - their declarations have 
to be translated into such act ions as contributing to village 
proj ect s . Beyond this , Fij ians are taught both formally and 
informally that their traditions and lifes tyles mus t  be 
retained at all cos ts , even though this o ften result s in 
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conflicting ideals . An eminen t Fij ian , Rusiate Nayacakalou ,  
in writing about the proces s of  change in Fij ian leadership , 
commen ted ( 19 7 5 : 3 ) : ' On  the one hand there are expres s ions 
of  disappo in tmen t that they ( the Fij ians)  are not being 
helped en ough to enter the modern world of competit ive economic 
enterpris e ,  while on the other , there is an emphat ic demand 
that they must not alter the ir way of life ' . 
One demons trable way for a Fij ian living in Suva to 
reaff irm that urban res iden ce implies no renouncemen t of the 
' Fij ian way of life ' is to maintain contact with the natal 
village , to par t icipate in various tradit ional ceremonies , 
and to reciprocate in the exchan ge of  goods and labour . To 
refus e  to con tribute , espec ially when there is a request for 
help from the village , would be to demons trate that one is 
becoming less Fij ian, and could lead to ostracism .  This is 
not  to imply that all Fij ian s wish to con tribute their money , 
labour and time to every event or s ituat ion , but rather that 
through hab it , conditioning , or a genuine felt need to 
maintain the Fij ian way of life , they consider that they 
have no option . 
Although customary mechanisms account for a large pro­
portion of the st rong t ies that urb an Fij ians maintain with 
their villages of origin , there are at least three other 
reasons . The f irs t of  these is the Fij ian Administrat ion 
which , as Nayacakalou (19 75 : 83)  noted , was in it iated ' in the 
very first years of Brit ish rule in Fij i as a mean s  of  
organ izing nat ive affairs ' and aimed to  provide Fij ians an 
opportunity to participate in the j urisdiction of their own 
affairs . This Adminis trat ion operates parallel to the cen tral 
government and its structure is b ased largely upon the 
t radit ional socio-polit ical mlit s .  Fij i was divided into 
twelve provinces (now fourteen )  and the Administrat ion , through 
its nat ive and p rovincial courts , also was responsib le for 
the Fij ian Regulat ion s - a set of  rules by which the Fij ian 
people were  to be governed. 
The Fij ian Administ rat ion helped and continues to rein­
force the links that Fij ians residing in town and village 
locat ion s have with their nat al communit ies . In terms of 
the Fij ian Regulat ions , everyone is iIIllllediately responsible 
to the village headman . The s ignificance of this legal 
authority for villagers who move away has been reduced as 
these Regulat ions have b een changed to allow more freedom 
o f  individual act ion , but for many years it mean t  that Fij ians 
res ident in Suva remained the responsib ility of the ir village 
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headmen . Furthermore , un t il sweeping changes in the Regu­
lat ion s  in the mid-19 60s , all reg istered landowners aged 
from 18 to 60 were required to pay a provincial tax for the 
use and benefit of the provin ce , and Fij ians who wished to 
reside outside the village were levied a ' commutat ion tax ' 
o f  two dollars per year , in lieu of communal wo rk in which 
they otherwise would have partic ipated . Even though the 
commutat ion tax was abolished and the provincial t ax has 
been replaced in some provinces by a land rate dependen t  
upon th e area of  land owned , many Fij ians remain sensit ive 
to what these legal t ies to the village used to signify . 
The system of  lan d holding s imilarly underlies the 
st rong links that Fij ian s  main tain with their rural · commun i­
ties . Of the to tal land area of Fij i ,  about 84 per cen t  is 
nat ive land owned communally by Fij ians . Acces s  to and use 
of  native land by a Fij ian depends upon membership in a 
mataqa Zi . The fact that the Nat ive Land Ordinances of 1880 
and 1912 do not permit Fij ians to sell their land creates a 
permanent bond to those rural areas in which mataqaZi land 
is located . Even though some mataqaZi may have too many 
members , too small a land area , or  much land of  poor quality , 
Fij ians have a very strong and emot ional attachmen t to their 
land . This feeling is very clear to any res ident in Fij i 
and b es t  sunnnarized by one leader whom Spate (1959 : 10)  quotes : 
' The land is the people ; break up the land and you b reak up 
the people ' .  Such vested interest in rural land makes it 
impossible for any Fij ian to revoke all links with the natal 
village . A Fij ian res ident in Suva may have very few material 
pos ses s ions but lives con fident in the knowledge that the 
mataqa Zi land remains secure and is a b irthright that cannot 
be revoked by law .  
Finally , bonds of kinship reinforce all these fac to rs . 
Although ent ire families may move to Suva , either together 
or through a sequence of chain movements , there always are 
some kin who remain in the village . Such kin , rather than 
being ignored or abandoned , receive cash , exchange goods , 
and are provided housing during vis it s  to town . This fact 
led Nayacakalou (1975 : 99 )  to ob serve that kinship ties were 
' the foremo s t ' of all those he noted urban Fij ians to maint ain 
with rural areas . What these kinship ties can mean has been 
des cribed vividly by one university student , who decided to 
leave Suva at the momen t he should have taken an importan t  
exam rather than b e  absen t  from the funeral services f o r  a 
relat ive in a dis tant village ( Rika 19 75 : 2 7-31) . 
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The Indo-Fij ians ,  by contras t ,  are des cendan ts of people 
who immigrated to  Fij i from different  parts of India , mos tly 
be tween 1879  and 1920 . Within this p eriod about 60 , 000 
Indians en tered Fij i , about 90  per cen t  as labourers indentured 
to work sugar p lantat ions and th e rest as free migran t s . The 
former were re cruited in the United Provinces of India , 
especially from the poor and densely populated districts , and 
after 1903 from the Madras Presidency . Smaller numbers also 
we re recruit ed in Kerala and the northern province s  of India . 
By 1916 , the flow of indentured labourers had dwindled and 
was gradually replaced by small numb ers o f  free migrant s  drawn 
most ly from Guj arat and the Punj ab . Mo st Indians who came 
to Fij i as indentured labourers belonged to the middle to low 
agricul tural castes but some were high-caste villagers . 
Although virtually all the indentured labourers were poor , 
illiterate , and without specific skills ,  the free migrants 
were more educated and economically more independent t radesmen 
who began life in their adopted count ry as bus inessmen ( shop­
keepers , bus proprietors ) or white-collar workers in govern­
ment and commercial offices ( Gillion 19 7 7 ; Mayer 19 6 3 ) . 
During the indenture period (1879-19 2 0 ) , most Indo­
Fij ians res ided in barracks or ' lines ' near the sugar mills 
but over the next few decades left to establish their own 
farms , mostly of sugar cane , wherever they could lease or  
purchase land . Thus Indo-Fij ian set tlemen t s  came to be dis­
persed throughout the rural areas o f  Vit i and Vanua Levu , 
without the rigid code of caste  behaviour and village organ­
iz at ion that characterized their home country . Apart from 
ties of friendship and later of kin ship , there was little 
social homogeneity within and between these s cat tered settle­
ments . Nowadays ,  the bonds that un ite Indo-Fij ians of a 
particular settlement are those of common interest , such as 
existing s chools and co-operat ion in cane-cutting ' gangs ' 
during harvest , or result from marriage , the cumulat ive 
expansion of kinship , and the inheritance of land and property 
over generat ion s .  
For an Indo-Fij ian living in a rural settlement , however ,  
these bonds have none o f  the emo t ional base or administrative 
reinforcement that the koro has for the Fij ian . Nor do Indo­
Fij ians neces sarily iden t ify their rural settlements with a 
cultural heritage or view them as the anchor of their whole 
existen ce .  Above all , there is no t radit ionally sanct ified 
system of exchange amongst kin and no condit ioned expectat ion 
to contribute to settlement affairs . While Fij ians cannot 
sell their land and ther�by revoke natal tie s , Indo-Fij ians 
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can and of ten do make such sales preparatory to relocat ion 
to some other place . Some Inda-Fij ians have no option but 
to move when the lease on the native land they cultivate 
expires and it becomes reserved for Fij ian use .  Once Indo­
Fij ians sell or lose access to land , they feel no at tachment 
to that area other than those of kinship and friendship with 
people left behind . 
In sunnnary , there are many strong soc ial , admin ist rat ive 
and tradit ional reasons  why Fij ians retain close ties with 
their rural places of origin , whereas for Inda-Fij ian s only 
kinship and friendship are important . Fij ians in Suva , as 
a result , not only visit their connnunities of origin but also 
remit cash , contribute to rural proj ect s , send food and 
manufactured items to the village , and participate . in trad­
it ional ceremon ies at the various levels of the family , the 
village , and the provin ce . Urban-res ident Fij ians also display 
a st ronger desire to return to live in the ir natal places 
and , at heart , regard themselves as villagers . The Indo­
Fij ians , on the other hand , regularly visit relat ives and 
friends in rural settlement s  but have no st rong desire 
ult imately to  live in local commun it ies . Af ter living in 
Suva for some years , it is therefore simpler for Inda-Fij ians 
to regard themselves as townspeople . 
Such bas ic contras t s  indi cate quite clearly that it 
would be easier for Fij ians to leave town and live permanently 
in rural places , and conversely s impler for the Inda-Fij ians 
to become more quickly and firmly connnit ted to permanent 
residence in an urban area . Paradoxically , these differences 
are not readily detectable from proport ion of  total or working 
life in Suva , primary locat ion of one ' s  immediate family , or 
nature of  employment . Of all the quest ions on degree of  
connnitment to  urban res iden ce ,  only that on property ownership 
sugge sted the contradiction b etween what Fij ians res iden t  in 
Suva do and what kind of  people they feel they are . 
Chap ter 7 
The form of movement : some conclusion s  
Most Fij ian heads of  household , who were b o rn  outside 
Suva but have res ided there for s ix or more months , retain 
a variety of socio-economic links with their corrmunities o f  
origin an d  many s tated that they in tend t o  return ult imately 
to the village . Many Fij ians , especially tho se who come 
from areas nearby or with regular transport connections , 
visit their villages at least once a year to have their holi­
days , b e  with relat ives , and part icipate in local ceremonies . 
If migrat ion is defined as a complete break o f  all links 
with one ' s  area of origin , and if the existence of socio­
economic linkages , short-term visit ing , and stated intentions 
to return are accepted collectively as indicators of  circu­
lation , then mos t  Fij ian heads of household int erviewed in 
Suva are circular migran ts . 
To examine this conclusion further ,  all Fij ians and 
Indo-Fij ians interviewed were ranked on a ' s cale ' to describe 
the nature of their movement .  First , they were divided into 
three groups  according to the number and recency of visits  
made to places of origin , the degree of linkages maintained 
with those connnunitie s , and their s tatements of future resi­
dent ial intention s . For vis it ing , tho se who had returned 
to their villages both recen t ly and more than once were placed 
in group l ;  those who had re turned only once and not recently 
in group 2 ;  and tho se who had made no such visit s s ince 
arrival in Suva were defin ed as group 3 .  For linkages , those 
who helped and received help from the family and the origin 
commun ity were placed in group l ;  those who helped neither 
family nor origin connnunity in group 3 ;  and the remainder in 
group 2 .  Similarly , for res ident ial inten t ion s , those who 
thought to return cons tituted the f ir s t  group , those who were 
unsure the second , and tho se who did not int end to return the 
third (Fig . Sa) . 
Second , the separate ranks were tallied for every mover 
to ob tain a cumulat ive ranking . A final score of  3 therefore 
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Group 1 Group 2 
(1 point) (2 points) 
Recent and 
One visit, 
Visiting more than one 
not recent 
return to village 
Reciprocal help 
Some help to 
Linkages from family 
family or village 
and village 
Residential Intent to return Unsure 
Intentions to village 
(a )  RANKING HOUSEHOLD HEADS 
Number 
160 
140 
120 
100 
80 
60 
40 
20 
- 3 
Highest 
intensity 
4 
Cumulative scale 
Group 3 
(3 points) 
No visit since 
arrival in Suva 
No help to family 
or community 
of origin 
No intent to 
return to village 
9 � 
Lowest 
intensity 
(b)  DISTRI BUTION O F  HOU SEHOLD HEADS B Y  INTENSITY 
OF ORIGI N-DESTINATION L INKAGES 
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Source : Table 20 
Figure 8 .  A s cale of movement for some Suva res idents , 
19 7 7- 7 8 .  
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means that a person had been p laced within the first  group 
for each of the three criteria . The cumulative scores thus 
range from 3 to 9 and form a s cale of movement ,  on which 3 
represents the highes t intensity of origin-de s t ination link­
ages , along with an intent ion to return ult imately to the 
village , and 9 indicates no such con tacts nor any intent ion 
to return (Table 2 0 ;  Fig . Sb ) . Viewed according to these 
criteria , mo st Fij ians would have to be class ified as circu­
lators , although variat ions in vis it ing pattern s , linkages 
main tained , and intention to return reveal them to range from 
high to moderate par t icipants in circulat ion . About 70 per 
cent of Fij ian heads of household fall in the upp er half of 
the cumulative ranks (3-5 ) , 11 per cent in the middle rank 
( 6 ) , and 1 7  p er cent in the lower ranks ( 7-9 ) . 
Despite this conclusion , many Fij ians have res ided in 
Suva for more than half their lifetimes and even more for all 
their working lives . While many have vis ited their villages 
for short periods , few have remained away from Suva for more 
than a month or intended to stay in the village . Many 
Fij ians declared they would return ult imately to live in their 
villages ,  but also s tated that this would mos t  likely be when 
they retire or when their children complete their formal 
educat ion - that is , at the end of their working lives . Many 
Fij ians now living in Suva are unsure o f  their resident ial 
intentions and others cons idered they would remain in town 
forever . If these fact s  become the deciding criteria , then 
mo st Fij ians in this study would have to be classified as 
migrants . The degree of connnitment to urban res idence , as 
well as the balance of other factors , indicates a fair degree 
of ' permanence ' , providing however that it is not defined as 
remaining in Suva for one ' s  ent ire lifet ime . 
It is important to emphas ize that this conclus ion does 
not preclude the pos sib ility of some Fij ians eventually 
returning ' pe rmanently ' to their villages . Evidence on the 
actual return of long-term Suva residents is inconclus ive . 
Nayacakalou (1975 : 98 ) , a Fij ian conversant with his people ' s  
thinking and lifestyle , believed ' the as sumption that Fij ians 
would return to their villages is largely unfounded ' and 
that Fij ians living in Suva were ' dest ined to be p ermanently 
settled in Suva ' . Yet s tudies exist that document such return , 
even after lengthy per iods of residence in other p laces . 
Racule ( 19 7 8) presents  a movement b iography o f  her father , 
in which he describes how his career as a doctor took him to 
many parts  of  Fij i un t il ,  after about f if ty years , he returned 
to his village on the island of Lakeba .  Tubuna ( 19 7 8) 
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Table 20  
A scale of movement ,  linkages , and future 
res idential intentions of some Suva residents 
Fij ians Indo-Fij ians To tal Cumulative Eer rank 
scores a 
No . % No . % No . % 
3 42 2 1 . 1  0 0 42 10 . 5  
4 30  15 . 1  0 0 30 7 . 5  
5 70 35 . 2  13 6 . 5  83 2 0 . 8 
6 2 3  11 . 6 33 16 . 4  5 6  14 . 0  
7 24  12  . 1  144 71 . 6  168 42 . 0  
8 4 2 . 0  5 2 . 5  9 2 . 3 
9 6 3 . 0  6 3 . 0  12 3 . 0  
Number of persons 
interviewed 199 2 01 400 
a Based upon amoun t of visiting , degree of socio-economic 
linkages , and future res ident ial inten tions . 
similarly provides case studies o f  people from the Wainibuka 
River valley of Viti Levu ( Fig . l) ,  who s tayed for long periods 
in var ious urban centres but eventually returned once enough 
money had b een earned for children ' s  educat ion or when the 
high costs of urban res idence frustrated their at temp t s  to 
accumulate capital . 
Such case s tudies reveal that there are Fij ians who 
regard returning to settle in one ' s  village , even af ter 
lengthy periods of residence in town , as a fact o f  life . The 
studies also identify some of the factors involved : the 
availab ility of fertile , cultivable land and of some outlet 
for the sale of local produce to provide a small income for 
family necessit ies ( in the case of Wainibuka returnees ) ,  and 
the strong emo tional and cultural pull of the natal village 
that can impel even the highly educated to return , especially 
upon ret irement from regular employment in urban places . 
The difficulty o f  generalizat ion from such studies is that 
they are s ilent about the proportion of village-born who do 
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no t return , j us t  as the presen t  inquiry was conducted in Suva 
and confined to those who had been residen t  for at least s ix 
mon ths . Such constraints underline the ob servation of  o ther 
field workers in Melanesia that ' when they were res ident in 
villages circulat ion seemed more bas ic , but when in town 
migrat ion appeared paramount' ( Chapman 19 78 : 5 63) . 
When summariz ing the pattern o f  movement o f  Fij ians to 
Suva , it is important to note that a disproport ionately large 
number of household heads had come from the small island 
provinces of Lau , Lomaiviti and Kadavu (Table 3 ;  Fig . 4 ) . 
Fij ians from these areas no t only stay longer in Suva but 
also have less in tent ion of return in g , even though the links 
with their natal communitie s  are j ust as strong (excep t for 
vis iting) as those main tained by Fij ians who or iginated from 
other , les s d istant provinces . Could i t  be that the outer 
islands account for a higher-than-average ratio of long-term 
residents in Suva and that this exp lains why Fij ian s in town 
are more ' migran t ' than ' circulator ' in their mob ility 
behaviour ? 
Conclus ion s  about Indo-Fij ian movement to Suva are les s  
amb iguous since , by almo st all criteria , i t  seems t o  b e  per­
manen t . Mos t  ludo-Fij ians make brief vis it s to family and 
friends in their rural areas o f  origin but there are no other 
ties ; very few remit cash and there is no cus tom of exchange , 
nor adminis trat ive encouragement to contribute to commun ity 
proj ect s . If , like Fij ians , Indo-Fij ians are grouped according 
to their vis iting pat terns , linkages , and resident ial 
int entions , then 7 7  per cent l ie in the lower ranks ( 7-9 ) 
and con sequently mos t  would be class ified as migrants  (Table 
2 0 ; Fig . Sb ) . Unlike the Fij ian s , mos t  s tated that they intend 
to remain permanently in Suva , while their median durat ion 
of stay and percept ion s about the advantages of city residen ce 
reveal a coIImlitment that is no less strong than that of the 
Fij ians . The fact that Indo-Fij ians have none of  the security 
of communal land nor a durable village society upon which to 
depend in case of eventual return means that those interviewed 
in Suva are likely to remain throughout their lifetimes . 
One of  the b asic conclusions of this study is that such a 
statement canno t  be made with equivalent confidence for 
Fij ian res idents . 
Generat ional change in pattern of  movement 
Previous studies of  populat ion in Fij i contain few detailed 
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ob servation s about the mobility of  the rural born . 1 Census 
results  s ince 1936 show increasing numb ers of Fij ians and 
Inda-Fij ians living in urban areas and thus support the 
informat ion ob tained dur ing this research . For mo st Fij ian 
and Inda-Fij ian heads of hous eholds , the locus of movement 
seems to have transferred from the village or rural sett lement 
to Suva . Just as at one t ime movements to town were for 
sho rt periods ( Spate 1959 : 7 0 ;  Ward 1965 : 99 ) , nowadays it is 
the return vis its to rural places that are relat ively short 
and the stay in town that is long . 
Originally , it was hoped that use of  the life-history 
matrix would yield informat ion about past patterns of  mobility 
for person s  aged from 15 to 7 0 , which in turn would have per­
mit ted the comparison o f  frequencie s  of  movement for parallel 
age cohor ts over t ime . This proved to be impo ssible , partly 
because of  the size and age distribution of  the study popu­
lat ion . In addit ion , only year-long moves were recorded , 
relatively few of which had occurred between Suva and the 
various rural places of origin . When number of moves made 
were tallied for five-year cohorts , it was found that a few 
very mobile or innnob ile individuals could unduly influence 
the average . Nonetheless , case studies drawn from this life­
his tory material do suggest the kinds of changes that have 
occurred in movement b etween the rural communit ies and Suva . 
Sitiven i (Fij ian ) : Aged 2 6 , Sitiven i comes from the 
village of Bouma on Taveuni island , Cakaudrove province 
(Fig . l) . He att ended primary s chool near his village and ,  
having pas s ed his in termediate exam at the age of 13 , was 
accepted as a secondary school student at Lelean Memorial 
School , Nausori , near Suva . He s tayed with relat ives in Suva 
for three years while attending secondary school . Sitiveni 
then sought employment in town and , although he soon found 
a j ob ,  was ass igned to Nadi Airport where he worked for four 
years as a luggage clerk .  At the age of 22 he was transferred 
to Suva and a year later married a city girl . He now lives 
at Raiwaqa Hous ing Estate and works as senior luggage clerk 
at Nausori airport , for which he receives about $F70 a week . 
During his twelve year s in Suva and Nadi , his single 
return to the village was for a week after his father had 
been reported to be very ill . However ,  money and food are 
1At the time of writ ing , detailed reports by the UNESCO/UNFPA 
proj ect ( 19 7 6-19 7 8 )  were not available ( s ee UNESCO/UNFPA 19 7 7 ). 
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sent quit e regularly to  his parents and he participates in 
so li to contribute to the village church and schoo l .  He also 
pays provincial taxes . Durin g  his wedding in Suva , his parents  
brought food and tradit ional gifts  that Bouma villagers had 
furnished , and co conut oil and woven mat s are supplied when­
ever they are needed . Asked if he intended to return to Bouma 
village , Sit iveni said he might when he retire s  but emphas ized 
that he was rather unsure . He sees himself as a townsman and 
belongs to a sports club in Suva . 
Setariki (Fij ian ) : Born in the village of Ketei , on the 
island of Totoya , Lau Province , Setariki is 45 years old . 
He at tended school on Totoya island un til class (standard) 6 ,  
then worked in hi s parents ' food gardens . In 1952 , at the 
age of 17 , he left ' to see what Suva was like ' , decided to 
remain , and worked for two years as a casual labourer . He 
then tired of town life , returned to Ketei , married soon 
after , subsisted on the produce from his garden , and used 
savings from his period of town employment to purchase s alt , 
sugar and tea from the trade store . In 1959 , after seven 
years back in the village , he decided to return once again 
to Suva for wage employment ,  and worked there for eleven 
years . During this second period ( 1959-71)  he also accompanied 
a group of Ketei villagers to New Zealand , where he worked 
as a butcher for six months and contributed some of his earn­
ings to village p roj ect s .  Being without a sat isfactory j ob 
upon return to Suva , he went back to  Ketei for another three 
years , only to l eave again in 19 7 4  and f ind work as a butcher 
in the capital . Setariki is satisfied with his p resen t  j ob 
and said that he intends to remain in the city until his 
children have completed their formal educat ion . Nevertheles s , 
he feels himself to be  a villager , s tates that he definitely 
will return to Ketei , and contributes regularly through so li 
to the village community . 
These two examples o f  Fij ians resident in Suva show some 
of the con trasts between people of younger and older gener­
ations . Sit iveni has not returned to live in his natal 
village since arrival in the c ity . As is increasingly typical 
of the younger generation , he left the village of advanced 
educat ion , which in turn resulted in his acquiring a j ob that 
needed more formal skills and was b etter paid than those held 
by Setariki .  Sitiveni has main tained contact with the village 
conmunity and considers that he may return upon retirement , 
but is evas ive about whether this will actually happen when 
the t ime comes . He regards himself as a t ownsman ; his 
activities and orientations are more urban than those of 
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Setariki , who was educat ed and remained in his village until 
the age of  1 7 . Setariki has acquired no specifically urban 
skill s and has demons trated his enduring interes t in things 
rural by return trips and regular , substant ial contribution s 
to village proj ects . He regards himself as a village man ,  
seems to part icipate in no dis tinctly urban ac tivit ies or 
associat ions , and has a firmer intention than Setariki to 
return ult imately to his natal place . Neither Sitiven i nor 
Setariki can be viewed as typical , but their movement 
behaviour and orientat ions illust rate the differences between 
older- and younger-generation Fij ians , even though by no 
mean s all of Setariki ' s  age group ult imately return to settle 
in the village . 
Narend ( Inda-Fij ian ) : Aged 2 8 ,  Narend was born in a 
settlement called Rifle Range , near Lautoka city (Fig . l) . 
Each day he travelled to Lautoka for primary and secondary 
s chooling and upon graduat ion from Form 6 (p re-university) , 
secured employment in Lautoka as a clerk in the civil service . 
After six years , at 2 4 ,  he was promoted to tax officer and 
tran sferred to Suva . Since then he has lived at Samabula 
(Fig . 3 ) , where he now lives with his wife in a rented house . 
Narend has vis it ed his parents and brothers at Rifle Range 
many times s ince coming to Suva and spends every holiday 
with them. Even so , he does not in tend to return permanently 
to  Rifle Range , but in time will try to purchase a house in 
Suva and ' settle down ' the re , even if his occupation means 
transfer to o ther places . On the other hand , he has lived 
for so long in Rifle Range and visit s so frequently that he 
still p erceives himself to be a village man . 
Dhan i ( Inda-Fij ian ) : Born forty-three y ears ago in 
Natadola settlement near Sigatoka , Nadroga province , Dhani 
was 5 when his father sold the family land at Natadola and 
moved to Votualevu , near Nadi , Ba province (Fig . l ) .  From 
Votualevu , he attended Nadi primary s chool up to class 
( s tandard) 4 but le ft , partly b ecause his parents had 
difficulty with the costs and partly b ecaus e he was an 
average s tuden t . By 15 , he was help ing his father as a farm 
hand on his sugarcane holding and four years lat er went to 
visit some relatives in Suva . While there , he found employ­
ment and remained . First he lived at Nasese (Fig . 3 ) and 
worked as a general labourer , then moved with friends t o  a 
small apartmen t at Samabula ,  and finally , when married in 
1952 at age 2 7 ,  relocated t o  Deo Dutt Estate (adj acent to 
Jittu Estat e )  and built a small dwelling o f  his own . 
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Dhani occas ionally vis it s those brothers and s isters 
who remain at Votualevu , mo st recently in 1975 for the marriage 
of a sister . Relat ives also vis it him in Suva but Dhani 
retains no other vi sible links with his father ' s  place of 
residence . He intends to remain permanently in town , especi­
ally since he enj oys life there and has regular employment 
as a taxi driver . Since his brothers have inherited the 
family land , none would be available for him to cult ivate 
were he to return to Vo tualevu ; in addition , it  would be 
diff icult for him to ob tain paid employment there . 
Although the two case studies o f  Indo-Fij. ians reveal 
some generat ional dif feren ces in mob ility behaviour , they 
are not as marked as for Sit iveni and Setariki , the two 
Fij ians .  Narend , like most members of the younger generat ion , 
has more formal educat ion and came to Suva at a slightly 
earlier age but neither he nor Dhani int ends to return to 
their natal place . Both have married in Suva and find life 
there more satisfactory than in the rural s et tlement s  from 
which they originated . 
The four movement histories also reveal ethn ic contrast s . 
Compared with the Fij ians , the Inda-Fij ians left their rural 
connnunit ies at a slightly later age , especially s ince both 
schoo l and employment were available either locally or  in 
nearby town s . The Inda-Fij ians were from Vit i Levu , like 
mo st of  those studied , j ust as the two Fij ians came from the 
outer islands . These differen ces in is land of b irth underlie 
both the data and the sub sequent conclusions reported here . 
The case of  Dhan i  demonstrates that Inda-Fij ians sell their 
farm land and as a result break all links with their natal 
place . This lack of land to which one might return is the 
crit ical reason which Dhani gives for not expect ing to ret ire 
to Vo tualevu and can b e  contrast ed with the con fidence with 
which Setariki says he would return , since he has ma.taqali 
land to cultivate . The greate r  degree o f  att achment that Indo­
Fij ians have to Suva is emphasized by Narend , who has decided 
to build a house in Suva , and by the absence of  s ignificant 
links with the rural areas for both Inda-Fij ians .  
Circulat ion and migrat ion as co-exist ing processes 
A conclus ion stated in terms of  e ither circulation or 
migrat ion perhap s disguises the fact that these two forms of 
movement are not distinct or mutually exclus ive proces ses . 
Rather , they are part of  a mob ility cont inuum which , in terms 
of its different types , varies from short-term circulation 
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to permanent relocat ion . If  any one ,  significant conclusion 
is to be reached from this study , it is that this entire 
cont inuum is represented by the mob ility o f  Fij ian s and Indo­
Fij ians be tween their rural areas of origin and Suva as an 
urban destinat ion . Whil e the us e of different definit ions 
of ' circulat ion ' and ' migrat ion ' may result in varying con­
clus ion s about the dominant form of movement , it remain s that 
both co-exist , are to some ext ent contingent , and often 
substitute for each o ther ( Chapman 19 77 : 2 ) . 
It has b een demonstrated that a certain complementarity 
exists between Suva and the rural areas and permits sat is­
fact ion of  the perceived n eeds of the total populat ion . Suva , 
as the capital city of a young independent country , fulfils 
many economic and so cial des ires , whereas the rural connnunities 
meet most of  the cultural and some of the soc ial needs . In 
such a s ituat ion of territorial complementarity , the co­
existence of circulat ion and migrat ion is a log ical outcome . 
Ullman (1956)  has des cribe the complementarity of areas and 
the resultant  interaction between them of people as well as 
goods and services . Although he was concerned largely with 
economic complementarity and spoke in terms of demand in one 
areas and supply from another , this no t ion has al so been used 
to des cribe the movement of  people : for example by Baxter 
(19 72 : 2 11-13)  for the Orokaiva people of Papua New Guinea 
and by Renard ( 19 7 7 )  for the Mae Sa of Chiang Mai ,  northwest 
Thailand . According to Baxter (1972 : 2 12 ) , migrat ion for the 
Orokaiva ' has developed as complementary to village life • . •  
The main reason that the village and urban areas have existed 
in a complementary fashion is that conditions have been so 
similar in each that movement between the two has b een able 
to take place with few negative con sequen ce s  for either the 
village or the individual . '  Baxter further suggests that the 
social networks of movers are based around two focal points -
the village and the destination area - in the same fashion 
as Ryan ( 19 70) had previously described for the Toaripi of 
New Guinea . 
For Fij ians , the complementarity b etween rural places 
and Suva result s more from di fferences in their social and 
economic condition and is perhap s emphasized , as for the 
Orokaiva and the Toaripi , through the b ilocal fo cus of social 
networks upon both the village and the urban areas . This may 
be especially true fo r the Lauans , large numb ers of whom are 
set tled in Suva , but in general Fij ians con t inue to make 
short-term rural visit s desp it e lengthy residence in Suva . 
Migrat ion ( lengthy res iden ce in Suva) , and short-term circu­
lat ion ( rural vis iting) thus co-exist .  
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As these examples imply , such co-existence varies 
according to ethnic group and place of origin .  The rural 
areas offer less security for Inda-Fij ians so lon g p eriods 
are spent in town and the prevailing pattern of  movement is 
more readily class if ied as migrat ion . Similarly , the natal 
villages of Fij ians from the leas t ac ces sible , resource-poor 
and hazard-prone islands of Lau , Lomaiviti and Kadavu are 
far more isolated and different from Suva than tho se of movers 
from Viti Levu and Vanua Levu . Hence their movement s  are 
generally of longer duration , fewer return visit s  are made , 
and the intent to return is less f irm. Compared with Fij ians 
from the main islands ,  the form of mob ility for those from 
the outer is lands is p redominantly migrat ion rather than 
circulat ion . 
Many of those interviewed had not come to Suva intending 
to remain and many had made several return visits before 
finally deciding to live there . The Fij ians especially 
observed that their f irst visits were for gade , or short-term 
holiday , but mos t  s tayed during one such trip and have now 
res ided in town for many years . In these instances , it  is 
clear that short-term circulation led ultimately to long 
periods in Suva , or that an intendedly impermanent s tay 
( circulat ion )  evolved into a fairly permanent residence 
(migrat ion) . 
Finally , as forms of  movement ,  circulat ion and migrat ion 
may sub s t itut e  for one ano ther . Such a cont ingent relat ion­
ship would be mor e  evident had j ourney to work b een included 
in this f ield study . Desp ite this , there was an under­
representat ion in Suva of people who came from the p rovinces 
of Rewa and Naitasiri in which the urban area is lo cated . 
Fij ians and Inda-Fij ians from these two provinces can connnute 
daily or weekly rather than engage in longer-term circulation 
and have no need to es tablish p ermanent residence in Suva . 
The frequency of  contact with rural places was far higher for 
those household heads who originated from connnun it ies within 
a few hours ' bus j ourney of Suva , and declined as greater 
time and cost were needed to r each the less acces sible parts 
of Viti Levu and the other islands . For people born in the 
most distant is lands ( Lau , Kadavu) , long-term residence in 
Suva appears to be the only viable option , whereas those 
fortunate enough to live in nearby provinces o ften sub s t itute 
circulat ion for prolonged or pe rmanent res idence in town . 
Chap ter 8 
Sunnnary an d polic_y_j.mplicat ions 
Conclusions about the dominant form of  populat ion move­
ment from rural to urban areas in Fij i depend greatly on the 
definition adop ted for such terms as ' circulat ion ' and 
' migrat ion ' ,  as well as which ethnic group is studied . If , 
by migration and permanent residence , is meant a stay in 
Suva of at leas t half one ' s  working life , with no innnediate 
in tention to return to the place of  origin , then mo st house­
hold heads interviewed in this research may be said to be 
permanently resident and therefore migrant s .  On the other 
hand if migration is defined as meaning to sever all linkages 
with natal places with no intent , immediate or distant , to 
return , then most Indo-Fij ians but few Fij ians can be said 
to be permanently resident in Suva . From this viewpoint , 
Fij ians are p redominantly circulators and Indo-Fij ian s 
primarily migrants . Ye t regardless of the dominant form of 
movement ,  migrat ion and circulat ion cont inue to co-exist . 
Many res idents  who have been in Suva most of  their lives did 
not arrive intending to stay ;  convers ely , many who intend to 
remain forever in town maintain close links with their rural 
areas of origin .  
Propos it ions re-examined 
The five proposition s  advanced at the beginning of this 
report may now be re-examined . The f irst was that most people 
who have moved to Suva intend to return ult imately to their 
rural areas of origin . Such a s imple statement is not tenable . 
There are differences between Fij ians and Indo-Fij ians and 
many people are unsure about their future res ident ial 
intent ion s . Many Indo-Fij ians do not in tend to live in their 
natal connnunities whereas many Fij ians , but not the maj ority , 
consider they will eventually return . Overall , almost half 
the group interviewed intend to remain in Suva . 
According to the second p ropos ition , over the p ast  
generat ion movers have stayed longer in the urban area and 
as  a result have become increasingly conunitted to it through 
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social and economic links . This propos it ion could not be 
examined fully since generat ional changes in mob ility patterns 
could not be analysed in detail from the life-history mat erial . 
Even so , most Fij ians and Inda-Fij ian s have lived in Suva 
for long periods and many for most of  their working lives . 
Most may also be said to be connnitt ed to lengthy res iden ce 
in town b ecause of such cons iderat ions as the location of  
nuclear families in the urban area , the need for  wage employ­
ment , and the desire for modern amenities . As the case studies 
indicate ,  connnitmen t to res idence in Suva may be increasing 
with each generat ion through the greater acquisit ion of 
advanced educat ion and urban-oriented skills . 
The third proposition , that the movement to Suva o f  
Inda-Fij ians i s  more permanen t than that of Fij ians , is 
confirmed . Despite the diff i culty of def ining p ermanence , 
Inda-Fij ians are more permanently res ident in Suva than 
Fij ians , whatever the indices examined . Not only did mos t  
stat e  that they intend to remain fo rever in Suva , but also , 
t.ml ike the Fij ians , very few do more than pay p eriodic visits 
t o  their rural areas of o rigin . Fij ians are culturally and 
socially mot ivated to maintain links with their natal 
cormnt.mities ; by contrast , mos t  Inda-Fij ians perceive them­
selves as townspeople . The movemen t of Inda-Fij ians to Suva 
is consequently more permanent than that of Fij ian s . 
The fourth proposition was dif ficult to examine explic­
itly ; it suggested that changes in place of  res idence tend 
to o ccur at such crit ical life event s  as beginning s chool ,  
changing from primary to j unior o r  from j unio r  to senior 
high school , taking up a j ob ,  and getting married . Cas e  
s tudies of  individual movers reinforce the life-history 
mater ial , which shows that more than half of the Fij ians and 
over one-fifth of  the Inda-Fij ians who had attended school 
changed their domicile at leas t once b ecause of formal 
educat ion ; most who had held a j ob moved at least once to 
either take up or change their employment ;  and almos t  a tenth 
of  ever-married Fij ians but somewhat l ess than half of  Indo­
Fij ians moved either for or within one year of  marriage . 
Change of  res idence for schooling and employment was much 
more connnon among Fij ian s than among Inda-Fij ians , s ince the 
former originate from areas where there are fewer secondary 
s chools or wage employment opportun ities . 
The final propos it ion was that there is a direct , 
positive relat ionship in the distance b etween places of 
origin and dest inat ion ( Suva) , and the length of res idence 
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in the capital city . This propo sit ion needs to be modified 
since length of t ime spent in Suva is related not simply to 
distance but also to the environmental re sources and e con om i c  
opportun it ies of the areas from which people moved . Thus 
Fij ian and Indo-Fij ian household heads who came from moder­
ately distant islands like Taveun i and Vanua Levu had not 
spent significantly more t ime in Suva than those from neigh­
bouring localit ies . By contrast , Fij ians from the most 
dis tant islands of Lau and Lomaivit i ,  which are also poor in 
natural resources , did spend s ign ificantly more time in Suva . 
Rather than s imple distance , it is the comb inat ion o f  access­
ib ility with environmental and economic characteris tics of 
the orig in places that determines the length of  time movers 
spend in town .  
Policy implications 
This research , although not conducted with the aim of 
making policy statements , has identified several practical 
implicat ions of the movement of people from rural areas in 
Fij i to the capital city . The most s ignificant conclusion 
is the co-exist ence o f  circulat ion and migrat ion , which is 
related to the complement ary character of Suva and the rural 
areas . It is important , as a result , that planners should 
not conceptualize the movement o f  people from rural places 
as s imply an exodus which creat es problems of  congest ion in 
urban dest inations and depress ion in places of  rural origin . 
This seems to b e  the att itude reflected , for example , in 
Fij i ' s  Seventh Development Plan ( Central Planning Office 
19 75 : 19-2 0) , which identif ies a problem of rural-urban drift 
that needs to be st emmed . 
As the result s of  this field research show , the movement 
of people born in rural commun it ies should not b e  viewed as 
a unidirect ional proces s , the only result of which is that 
they permanently forsake their natal places and cause problems 
in both rural and urban areas . Mo st movers maintain contact 
with and contribute t o  socio-economic act ivit ies in their 
connnunit ies of origin . Many do not see their res idence in 
the city as being permanent . An alternat ive is to view 
rural-urban mob ility as a complemen tary int eract ion b etween 
places of origin and de st inat ion . For the Fij ian s ,  in 
particular , urban centres are regarded as locat ions of  
employment and modern amenities , and rural communit ies prim­
arily as locat ions that o ffer opportunities for a better 
social and cultural life and a chance for peaceful retirement . 
Consequently ,  people move b etween urban and rural places to 
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maximize the ir sat isfact ions and , as long as this comp lement­
arity exist s ,  the forms of interaction revealed by this study 
will continue . 
Rather than at tempt ing to stop rural-urban movemen t , 
policy makers should acknowl edge its complementary character . 
In count ries such as Indon es ia , elaborate legislat ion to stop 
or control people ' s  mob ility has had lit t le succes s  (Hugo 
19 7 7 : 35 ) . Skeldon notes that in Papua New Guinea � ' there is 
a growing realisat ion that there is a basic demand for edu­
cat ion and that the products  of the s choo l  system are not 
go ing to be sat is fied with non-wage rural employment ' ( 19 7 7 : 
40) . A s imilar s ituat ion exis t s  in Fij i ,  especially in small 
islands like Lau and Lomaivit i where there are few opportu­
nities for wage employmen t or o ther mean s  of earning cash . 
People who have moved to Suva from such areas may return , 
but only upon ret iremen t . These patterns of mob ility call 
for pol icies that would help Suva res idents maintain their 
rural interests and ultimately carry out their intent to 
return at , or even before ret irement . Rural inves tment 
should aim to fac ilitiate and reinforce the links movers 
maintain with their rural communities and ,  at the same t ime , 
delay the outward movement of young people so that they 
experience the mean ingful aspects  of rural life and find 
their eventual return less burdensome . 
There are several ways in which such a policy could be 
implemen ted . Fir st is the n eed to establish an improved 
sy stem of roads and shipp ing s ervices to p ermit people to 
circulate more easily b etween urban and rural places . Bet t er 
shipping services b etween Suva and the islands o f  Lau and 
Lomaivit i ,  for example , would enable those born in the outer 
is lands but now residen t  in town to return more often and be 
more act ive in village affairs through on-the-spot partici­
pat ion . Several recent s tudie s , in Indones ia (Hugo 19 7 7 ; ' 
Mant ra 1 9 7 8 )  and Thailand (Renard 19 77 ) , have shown that 
the in troduct ion of cheap and regular transportat ion leads 
to an increase in circulation and a decreas e in changes in 
permanent places o f  res idence . In Fij i ,  the availab ility of 
bet ter roads an d  t ransport services between Suva , the Rewa 
River an d  its tributary valleys would give more people the 
op tion of commut in g  to Suva or circulat ing b etween Suva and 
their villages rather than having to settle in town for long 
periods to secure gainful employment .  
Another vital area for government planning is the 
locat ion of educational facilit ies . Many of the j unior and 
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almost all Fij i ' s  senio r secondary s chools are s ited near 
urban centres , with the cons equence that children move away 
from the rural areas at a very young age . This is part icu­
larly significant for s tudents from the more remote in teriors 
of Viti Levu and Vanua Levu , and from the outer islands ; in 
general , as the migrat ion histories reveal , about half the 
Fij ian s and a quarter of the Inda-Fij ians interviewed had 
been forced to move while very young to attend school .  
Jtmior an d  senior secondary s chools st rategically located 
in rural areas would help retain young and teenaged children , 
p ermitt ing them a fuller experien ce o f  rural life . Such 
prolonged early con tact might also mean that people , after 
livin g  in urban areas , would find a prospect ive return to 
rural connnunit ies more attract ive . 
Mos t  Fij ians res ident in Suva not only have the viable 
al ternat ive of living in rural communit ies , but also have 
retained this option by maintaining their linkages with such 
localities . There is need , t herefore , to encourage those 
Fij ians who wish ult imately to return to the village to 
t ranslate such at titudes in to reality , and also to create 
alternatives for the Inda-Fij ians , most of  whom feel that 
they have no legit imat e place in the rural areas . Case 
s tudies pr esented both in this study and by Tubuna (19 78)  
show that if  cash-earning opportunit ies are available in or 
near village areas , Fij ians do return even after spending 
long pe riods in townships or c it ies . People woul d re tire 
to their villages if they could be guaranteed the dual 
advant ages of a quiet life and possible sources of cash to 
meet their bas ic needs . Research is need to invest igate 
what kinds of money-earning activit ies can be int roduced to 
rural commun it ies ; p roduct ion of high-value or o ff-season 
cash crop s ,  or the establishment of suit able cottage indus­
tries may be viable , especially with the improvement of 
transport services . In this respec t , such isolated and 
resource-poor islands as Lau and Lomaivit i would require 
special at tent ion , but a recent field proj ect on population 
and environment in eastern Fij i suggests  various ways in 
which the inherent diff icult ies of these islands · , can be 
lessened and a more satisfactory social and economic environ­
ment created for their res iden t s  (UNESCO/UNFPA 19 7 7 ) . 
For Inda-Fij ians , the degree of  complementarity between 
urban and rural areas is far les s , as reflected in the 
permanence of their movement to Suva . It is con ceivable 
that fewer Inda-Fij ians would reside for long periods in 
the c ity and mor e  would wish to return to rural settlements 
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if land were availab le for cash cropp ing , s in ce many indicated 
that a lack of land was the reason they went to Suva . Policy 
changes that affect the s tatus of and access to land are a 
very sensit ive is sue , since many Fij ians regard the demands 
by Indo-Fij ians for more land as threats to the ir security 
as land owners (Moynagh 1 9 7 8 ) . Nevertheless , there is need 
for some act ion by the Fij i government so that more land can 
be made availab le for cultivat ion by tho se Indo-Fij ians and 
Fij ians who do not have acces s to it . This could occur if 
the government were to sponsor reclamat ion proj ects in areas 
of forest and coast al swamp , and either lease or sell sub­
divis ion s  o f  such areas to individual farmers .  Government­
sponsored schemes for land development have proved benef ic ial 
in ,  for example , Malays ia (Khera 1 9 7 5 ; Wafa 1 9 75 ) , and within 
Fij i a scheme at Seqaqa (Vanua Levu) has shown early signs 
o f  success . In o ther parts o f  Fij i , land that is under- or 
unut il ized could be farmed with a greater variety of cash 
crops . Increasing the amount and availab ility of agricultural 
land coul d help provide landless Indo-Fij ians an opportunity 
to remain in the rural areas , and at the same time encourage 
more rural Fij ian s to enter the cash economy . 
Acknowledgmen t and re info rcemen t o f  the linkages that 
people maintain b etween places of rural origin and urban 
res idence also has important policy implicat ions for urban 
development . The fact that increasin g  numbers o f  people are 
moving to urban areas impl ies a con t inued rise in the demand 
for urban services . Con sequent ly it is import an t  that the 
government continue to plan for these rather than over­
emphas ize rural and regional development at the expense of  
urban needs , as seems to be indicated in Fij i ' s Seven th 
Development Plan ( Central Planning Office 19 7 5 ) . Nelson 
(19 76 ) , in an exten sive survey o f  Third World condit ion s , 
emphasizes that people who say they intend t o  return to rural 
areas make different demands of their urban environment than 
those who are committ ed to res ide there forever . In housing , 
for examp le ,  many Fij ians and some Indo-Fij ians want t emporary 
quarters in t own and prefer the low-cost  al ternat ives of  
rent ing houses or living in s quatter-type settlement s  rather 
than investing in p ermanent dwellings . Such preferences 
suggest that urban authorit ies ought to encourage the con­
s t ruct ion of more low- cost rental units and at the same t ime 
main t ain a lenien t att itude toward squatter settlemen t s , 
which not only act as ' stepping s tones ' for those who wish 
to move even tually to better-qual ity house s  but also enable 
many to l ive t emporarily in urban cen tres without having t o  
spend exorb itant sums of money on hous in g .  
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This field research has shown that although mo st people 
who moved wish to res ide in Suva for mo st of their lives , 
the re are many others , especially Fij ians , who wish t o  return 
to and maintain firm links with their rural areas of origin .  
Planners , rather than at temp t in g  t o  stem the outward movement 
from rural areas , ought to con cen t rate on ways an d mean s by 
which the rural-urban linkages of movers can be s t ren gthened 
and their in tent to return and live in rural connntm ities 
realized . At the same time , there should be a concerted 
at t empt to promote the more balanced development of both 
urban and rural areas , sin ce the towns cont inue to support 
larger numbers of people , many o f  whom are soj ourners but 
many others of whom are permanent res iden t s  and des ire more 
and better fac ilit ies and s ervices . 
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Appendix : Quest ionnaire 
M . A. RESEARCH PROJECT - UN IVERS ITY OF HAWAII/UN IVERS ITY OF THE SOUTH 
PACIFIC 
Interviewer Date : ls t vis it 2nd visit 
---- --- ------
3rd vis it 
HOUSEHOLD CHARACTERISTICS 
1. Area 2 .  Household N o .  ----------
3 .  People in hous ehold 
Number Name (op t ional ) Relat ion to Head o f  Household Age Employment 
1 .  
2 .  
3 .  
4 . etc .  
PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
4. Person No . 5 .  Age ________ 6 .  Sex _____ _ 
7 .  Place of Birth : ( i )  Province/Dist rict 
(ii) Town 
(iii)  Village ----------
9 .  Marital status 8 .  Ethnic origin - -- ------ ---------
10 . Posit ion in hous ehold 11 . Religion 
12 . Educational level 13 . Income level ----
RESIDENCE OF OTHER FAMILY MEMBERS 
-------
14 . Are all your family memb ers here in Suva? Yes ____ No 
If  yes (14)  15 . Do  you all l ive to gether ? Yes No -----
I f  no (14)  16 . Which memb ers o f  your family are s t ill in the village or 
rural area ? List 1 .  
3 .  4 .  
2 .  ------
______ 5 .  
1 7 . Did all o f  your family membe rs who are here in Suva come together ? 
Yes No 
If no ( 1 7 )  18 . Who came first ? 
19 . Who came later ? Lis t 1 .  
3 . 4 .  
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2 .  
-------
5 .  
2 0 .  Is there anybody who used to live or is living in this household , but 
has gone back to the village or rural area?  Yes ____ No ___ _ 
If yes ( 2 0) 2 1 .  ( i )  Who was he/ she/ they ? ( Relat ionship ) 
(ii)  What were the reasons for leaving?  1 .  
2 .  3 .  -----
(iii)  What were they doing in Suva? 
( iv) Did they have their family with them? 
EMPLOYMENT 
22 . What is your presen t  occupation ? 
23 . How long have you been working at your present j ob ?  
2 4 .  Which other j obs have you done in the past !_n Suva ? 
Pas t j ob s  _ _ _ l)E_r_a_t_io_n __ _ Reason for change 
25 . Have you ever b een unemployed ? Yes No 
� (25) 2 6 .  What was the longest period o f  unemploymen t ?  �----
2 7 .  What did you do during this period of unemployment ?  
2 8 .  Estimate what per cent o f  the tim� that you have been 
in Suva have you been unemployed ? 
2 9 . Have you ever returned to your village (or other rural 
area) because of unemployment here in Suva ? Yes 
No 
----
VISITS 
30. When did you make your first trip to Suva ? 
31 . What wa8 the purpose of this visit ? 
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32 . How many trips did you make to Suva before decidi�g to stay in Suva? 
3 3 .  What was the average t ime for these visit s ?  
34 . Altogether , for how long have you been living in Suva? 
35 . When was the last t ime you visited your village ? 
3 6 .  Why ? 
3 7 .  How long did you stay there during that vis it ? 
38 . About how many times have you visited your village s ince you first 
came to  stay in Suva? 
39 . How many visit s did you make to your village this y ear ? 
4 0 .  What were these vis its  for ? 
_N_u_m_b_e_r�o_f�v_i_s_i_t_s���M_o_n ths away from�S_u_v_a������R_e_a_s_o_n_s�f_o_r�v_i_s_i_t�� 
41 . How many visits do you usually make to your village in a y ear? 
42 . For what reasons do you make thes e  visits ? 1 .  
2 .  3 .  
4 3 .  I s  there any particular time o f  the year that you are more l ikely t o  
make a vis it (e . g . crop planting o r  harves t ing t ime , Christmas t ime ) ? 
Yes ����� - ' then what time ? 
No 
44 . When was the last t ime you s taye d  in your village for more than one 
45 . What did you do during this stay ?  
46 . Do you vis it the village during any o f  these t imes ? 
( i )  Weddings 
(ii) Flll1erals 
(iii)  Religious or t radit ional ceremonies 
( iv) Fest ivals (Christmas , Diwali ,  Eid) 
(v) Crop planting and harves t in g  times 
(vi)  Weekends and public holidays 
(vii)  Other t imes : Des cribe 
Fij ians only 4 7 . Do you participate in Somate or Barua in Suva when 
somebody dies in the village ? Yes No ___ _ 
48 . If no , then why not ? ---------------�
OTHER RURAL-URBAN LINKAGES 
49 . Do you help your family memb ers or relat ives in the village in any 
way ? Yes · ------- No --------
I f  yes (49 )  5 0 .  How? Lis t : 1 .  
3 .  4 .  
2 .  
5 1 .  Do you get any help from family members o r  relatives living in the 
village ? Yes ________ No 
� (51)  52 . How? Lis t : 1 .  
3 .  
----- 2 .  
5 3 .  Do you get any help from your family members and relatives in town ?  
Yes No 
--------
� ( 5 3 )  5 4 .  How? List : 1 .  
3 .  
· --------
2 .  
5 5 . Do you contribute toward the affairs o f  your village in any way ? 
Yes No ----� ----� 
If yes (55 ) 5 6 .  How ? Lis t : 1 .  
3 .  
2 .  
5 7 . Do people from your village help you in any way ? Yes No 
� ( 5 7 )  5 8 .  How? Lis t : 1 .  
3 .  
--------� 2 .  
59 . Do people from your village here in Suva help you in any way ? 
No Yes ______ _ --------
� (59 ) 6 0 .  How? Lis t : 1 .  
3 .  
--------
2 
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61. Do you cont ribute to the affairs of  your provin ce in any way ? 
Yes No ----- -----
� (61)  62 . How ?  List : 1 .  
3 .  
2 .  
63 .  Do people f rom your province here in Suva help you in any way ? 
Yes No -----
� ( 6 3 )  64 . How? List : 1 .  
3 .  
2 .  
6 5 . Do you contribute t o  o r  take part in any o f  these?  
(a)  Buildin g/maintenance o f  school in  village ___ in  Suva 
(b ) Building/maintenance of church in village in Suva 
(c )  Provin cial festival How? ---- -------------
(d)  Provincial taxes ____ _ 
(e)  Sending money back to village ____ _ To whom? -------
(£ )  Sending food/other material back to village What ? ----
(g)  Helping in weddings and funerals in village How? 
(h) Hosting family members or o thers from village (or rural area) 
(i) Other village proj ects List 
6 6 . Did you contribute to any o f  the above in the past , but do not do 
so now? Yes When ? ---- ---------- --------
No _____ _ 
6 7 .  Do you have any person f rom your village or province staying with 
you now ?  Y e s  ______ No ____ _ 
� ( 6 7 )  68 . 
Who Length of stay Occupation 
1 .  
2 .  
3 •. _________ _ 
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OTHER COMMITMENTS IN THE CITY AND RURAL AREAS 
6 9 .  Are you a memb er of any club , religious organizat ion , sporting body , 
or any self-help organiz at ion in Suva ? Yes ----� No ____ _ 
� (69 ) 70 . Which ones ? 
Name Function -----------
Name Function -----------
Name Func t ion 
7 1 .  Do you own any land in the village ? in Suva 
� ( 7 1 )  72 . Type o f  land a .  Freehold res ident ial 
b .  Freehold farming 
c .  Leasehold (N . L .  T . B . ,  etc . ) 
If no ( 71 )  73 . 
d .  Mataqa li 
Do you in tend to buy any land in 
in Suva ? Not sure 
village ? 
--------
74 . Do you own a hous e in village ? in Suva? _____ _ 
.!f_� ( 74 )  75 . What type o f  house ?  
a .  Concrete 
b .  Timber 
c .  Iron (good quality) 
d.  Shack 
e .  Thatched (bure ) ------
76 . Do you in tend to buy a house in v illage ? in Suva ___ _ 
Not sure 
7 7 .  Can you tell me where you get these produc ts  from? 
Product Per cent from village Per cent marke t or store Per cent grown 
in Suva 
Cassava 
Taro 
Greens 
Fruit s 
Yaqona 
Spices 
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Rice 
Sugar 
Meat 
78 . How much longer do you think you will stay in Suva ?��������-
79 . Do you think you will ( i )  live in Suva forever �������-
(ii)  Return finally to live in village ���� 
(iii)  Not sure 
Explain what you think : 
8 1 .  What do you think are the advantages and disadvan tages o f  city life ? 
Advantages Disadvantages 
a .  a .  
b .  b .  
c .  c .  
82 . What do you think are the advan tages and disadvan tages o f  village 
life ? 
Advantages Disadvantages 
a .  a .  
b .  b .  
c .  c .  
8 3 .  I f  you were t o  have a wedding at your place , who do you think would 
help you? 
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MIGRATION HISTORY MATRIX 
Area Household number Personal number 
MIGRATIONAL HISTORY 
OCCUPATIONAL EDU CA- FAMILY 
HISTORY noo: HISTORY 
Age Village , District , Island Reason Type Job Reason School- Marriages ,  
Settlement , or for of  Loca- for ing Births , 
Urban area province move work t ion j ob (class Deaths , 
change loca- et c .  
t ion ) 
01 
02 
03 
42 
43 
44  
61  
62 
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